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Abstract: This article examines a little-known and unstudied alchemical treatise,
The Epistle on Alchemy (al-Risâla fi l-sinä'a) attributed to Aristotle, purportedly
translated from Syriac into Arabic by the Nestorian bishop 'Abdishö' bar Brikhä (d.

1318). In particular, I investigate the Epistle's discourse on the concealment and
revelation of alchemical knowledge. Like other occult sciences, alchemy was
characterised by a marked concern for secrecy and frequently employed codes, or
Decknamen, when discussing the "Noble Art." Yet the author of the Epistle

consciously avoids such conventions, choosing instead to disclose its mysteries in
an open and accessible manner, while making clear that secrecy would otherwise
be necessary were the reader deemed unworthy. By engaging with scholarship in
Islamic and Jewish occult science and esotericism, I show that the author of the

Epistle navigates the boundaries between concealment and disclosure by framing
his treatise as a private exchange between two foundational figures of philosophy
and kingship: Aristotle and Alexander the Great. Based on a study of the Epistle's
sources and genre, I consider it possible that the work was not a translation of any
Syriac original but a composition by 'Abdishö' himself and a product of the Arabic-

speaking, Islamicate environment in which he lived.

Keywords: 'Abdishö' bar Brikhä; alchemy; Christian Arabic literature; esotericism;
occult science; Syriac Christianity

1 Introduction

Scholars have long acknowledged that the history of mediaeval Islamic science

involved representatives from different faiths. This has been particularly noted in
the so-called Translation Movement of the early Abbasid period, during which
Christian thinkers such as Hunayn ihn Ishäq (d. 873) distinguished themselves as
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translators of Greek philosophy and medicine.1 However, so rarely do we think of
non-Muslim actors in the history of Arabic science as anything more than
"middlemen" whose role was limited to the recovery of older texts.2 Nor do we tend to
think about them as participants in shared modes of intellectual production in later
periods of Islamic history. Rather than view Christians as mere brokers, the

following attempts to reveal the entangled confessional identities that underlay
scientific production in the Islamicate world long after the early Abbasid centuries.

My contribution discusses a hitherto unstudied work on alchemy that emerged
from an Arabic- speaking yet Syriac Christian milieu in the Middle Ages. In
particular, I will examine its approach to intentional secrecy, a central feature of
alchemy's esoteric and occult dimensions—"esoteric" because it posits hidden
layers of meaning in texts, and "occult" because it was generally considered a

hidden art, mastery over which was restricted to a small elite.3

In recent years, there has been an efflorescence of interest in occult subjects in
the intellectual history of the Islamicate world. Long neglected and marginalised
as sub-rational, topics such as astrology, magic, and alchemy have only recently
been approached as objects of study in their own right, leading recent historians to
rethink their broader significance within the intellectual landscape of the pre-
modern Islamicate world. Matthew Melvin-Koushki has argued for the integration
of Islamicate occultism in intellectual-historical discourse,4 in much the same way
as scholars have treated European Christian occultism in recent decades.5 He has

also highlighted the need to go beyond the polarities of material empiricism and

religionism by studying the occult sciences on their own terms and appreciating
their embeddedness in disciplines that today would be considered "rational."
(Indeed, many of the Timurid and Ottoman astronomers and mathematicians

1 For an up-to-date bibliography on Hunayn's career as translator, see Strohmaier 2017. For the

Syriac background to Hunayn's activity's, see Brock 1983 and Watt 2014.

2 Gutas 1998: 20-22 asserts that the role of Syriac Christians in producing Graeco-Arabic
translations was secondary to that of Abbasid patronage, which he views as the real driving force

behind the Baghdad "Translation Movement." However, Gutas's cursory treatment of Syriac
Christian intermediaries greatly understates their contribution to Graeco-Arabic translation. For

an important corrective, see doctoral thesis by Tannous 2010:52-95. Here, Tannous convincingly
shows that the Abbasid translation enterprise was the culmination of a Syriac-reading culture
steeped in late antique modes of scholarship and pedagogy.
3 For the distinction between these two separate yet interconnected terms, I rely on Gardiner 2014:

57-69, 2017a: 409, and 2017b: 46.

4 Melvin-Kouski 2017: 287-290.
5 In the case of alchemy, see Newman and Principe 2002, who argue that many of the principles
associated with the beginnings of modern chemistry can in fact be found in mediaeval alchemical
discourse.
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studied by Melvin-Koushki were themselves consummate occultists).6 Meanwhile,
Liana Saif has shown that the occult in Islamicate history must be understood

along both intellectual and revelatory paradigms. That is to say, where once occult

phenomena were understood in terms of natural causation, by the 13th century
they had been integrated into Sufi doctrines wherein occult knowledge was

"passively received by the human subject in a heightened and active state attentive

solely to God."7 Noah Gardiner has also highlighted the importance of occult

knowledge in Sufi milieus, particularly with regard to the circulation of Bunian
lettrism in Mamluk Egypt among practitioners who regarded it as a "secret

exegetical tradition passed down from the prophets, imams, and saints."8 Drawing
fruitfully from the work of Moshe Halbertal (to whom we shall return), Gardiner

reveals an interesting paradox in the dissemination of occult knowledge in the 14th

century: Though restricted to elite circles, the conscious unveiling of lettrist magic
caused it to be less secretive and more transparent, and thus esotericism, though
notionally significant in this period, was no longer integral to the occult sciences in
practice.9

In my contribution to this special issue, I will discuss similar developments in
roughly contemporaneous non-Muslim circles, by introducing a hitherto neglected
Christian author who wrote within the discursive framework of Arabo-Islamic

alchemy. The author was a Nestorian churchman named 'Abdisho' bar Brikhä
(d. 1318). Known mostly to scholars of Eastern Christianity for his Syriac-language
works, 'Abdlshö' also wrote prolifically in Arabic, though studies on his Arabic
works remain in their infancy.10 The bulk of his writings are ecclesiastical in nature
and cover apologetics, religious poetry, and canon law.11 Few, however, have
considered *AbdIshô<'s legacy in light of the occult sciences, while only a handful
of scholars have studied these genres as part of a broader history of Syriac

6 Melvin-Koushki 2020: 306-309 problematises two prevailing tendencies in the historiography
of the Islamicate occult sciences: "Scientism," which privileges material empiricist approaches
and is exemplified by such scholars as George Saliba and Ahmad Dallai; and "Religionism,"
represented by Henri Corbin, Mircea Eliade, and others who sought to redeem occultism from post-
Enlightenment scorn by framing it as religious mysticism.
7 Saif 2017: 345. See also Saif 2015: 28-29 and 2019: 2.

8 Gardiner 2017a: 439. For previous studies on Islamic esotericism in exegetical contexts,
particularly in the Twelver Shi'I context, see Moezzi 1994.

9 Gardiner 2017b: 45-47. Gardiner points out that this unveiling may apply to astrology and
lettrism but not Jäbirian alchemy, for which esotericism remained an integral part. However, as I
discuss below, from the 10th century onwards, many (though not all) Arabic alchemists tended to
write in increasingly transparent terms.
10 For 'Abdishö"s Arabic works of theology, see Graf 1944-1953: vol. 2, 214-216; Landron 1994:

ch. 7, 8, and 15; Teule 2012; Rassi 2015.

11 For overviews of these works, see Baumstark 1922: 323-325; Rassi 2015:10-16.
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Christianity.12 Among 'AbdlshcT's works falling under this category is a Pseudo-

Aristotelian epistle on alchemy that he claims to have translated from Syriac into
Arabic. The Epistle on Alchemy (al-Risâlafî l-sinâ 'a) is entirely unedited but having
worked extensively on its manuscripts, I have encountered several features that
shine a light on the history of alchemy and the occult sciences more generally.13 In
bringing these features to light, I wish to engage some of the recent interventions
outlined above. As is the case for Muslim writers, aspects of occult science and
esotericism can be found in mystical discourses among Syriac Christian writers of
the 13th century. This is not to say that alchemy was primarily concerned with
symbolic, spiritual transformations as opposed to actual chemical processes (an

assumption that recent historians have revealed to be rooted in an occultophobic
19th-century historiography that sought to marginalise alchemy from both
scholastic Aristotelianism and modern "science").14 Rather, I wish to draw attention to
the fact that by the 13th century, there was some epistemic overlap between
Christian theology, asceticism, and the occult sciences, and thus 'Abd!shö"s
interest in alchemy should not be seen as exceptional.

As to the subject of intentional secrecy, this article will take note of past
developments in Jewish as well as Islamic intellectual history. Moshe Halbertal has

argued that a significant epistemic shift took place within literate Jewish circles in
the 12th and 13th centuries. Disciplines that had once fallen outside the purview of
the religious sciences—namely Kabbalah, astrology, and magic—were increasingly

being brought to bear on theology and scriptural hermeneutics. In the realm
of the latter, intellectuals posited that revealed texts possessed a "deep structure"
that was not always accessible to the masses. Yet here, Halbertal posits a tension
between concealment and disclosure: While practitioners were committed to the

idea that precious knowledge must be concealed from the undeserving, they were
nevertheless unable to transmit and disseminate such knowledge without some

measure of transparency.15 A similar tension was noted by Leo Strauss, in his
controversial essay "The Literary Character of the Guide for the Perplexed" (originally

published in 1952). Here, he contends that Maimonides (d. 1204) was an

12 See, for example, Berthelot/Duval 1893; Camplani 2000; Martelli 2014.

13 I am currently preparing an article on the Epistle's manuscript tradition (forthcoming in a

special issue ofJournal of Islamic Manuscripts). For now, I cite the work from three manuscripts;
Two in Garshünl (i.e., Arabic written in the Syriac alphabet): CFMM 554, p. 74-156 and USJ 252; and

one in the Arabic script: Gotha A 85. For information about USJ 252, see Cheikho 1922:158-159. For

Gotha A 85, see Pertschl878: vol. 1,150. To my knowledge, CFMM 554 has not been catalogued but
is digitally available on open access from the Hill Museum & Manuscript Library: https://w3id.org/
vhmml/readingRoom/view/124224 (last accessed: 12 March 2020).

14 See Newman/Principe 1998; Newman 2011.

15 Halbertal 2007:1-5.
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esoteric writer because, in his Guide, he discusses certain passages of the Torah

with Joseph ben Yehuda al-Sabti, the work's addressee, while announcing that
Talmudic Law forbids their explanation to all but the worthiest sages. Thus, by
adopting a certain epistolary style, Maimonides, as Strauss would have it, was

justifying his transgression by framing his treatise as a private exchange.16 More

recently, Omer Michaelis has convincingly argued that Maimonides's ethos of
revelation must be understood against a backdrop of mediaeval Islamic thought,
namely from the writings of Avicenna (d. 428/1037) and Abü Hamid al-Ghazäll (d.

505/1111), each of whom conveyed knowledge through epistolary models of
disclosure to readers they deemed worthy.17

As I will make clear below, it is possible to situate the Epistle's approach to

intentional secrecy within a similar paradigm. While the author accepts—and even

argues for—the need to conceal alchemy, he nevertheless composes a work that

explains its principles and operations in accessible terms. To this end, he engages
with the Pseudo-Aristotelian genre of the epistolary romance, that is, letters of
advice attributed to Aristotle to his pupil Alexander the Great—a genre that was

popular among both Christian and Muslim audiences, in various forms. In other

words, the author of the Epistle seeks to render the mysteries of the "Art" accessible

while observing the literary conventions of the genre by framing his treatise as a

secret exchange between Aristotle and Alexander. In doing so, he exhibits what
has been previously noted in the mediaeval Jewish and Islamic contexts: That the
disclosure of hidden knowledge was frequently (and perhaps paradoxically)
embedded in the language and logic of concealment. I will also demonstrate that
'Abdîshô"s "translation" of the Epistle serves an apologetic purpose: To refute the
accusation that the use of obscure language—often in the form of codes (or
Decknamen)—served only to deceive the minds of the gullible. By presenting his

16 Collected in Strauss 1988:38-94, here 49. See also Halbertal 2007: 63-64 and Green 2013: 42-
53. Alongside Maimonides, Strauss viewed al-Färäbi and Averroes as Arabic thinkers who
presented their philosophy esoterically to avoid persecution, on the one hand, while maintaining
public obedience to the law, on the other; on this "instrumental esotericism," see Halbertal 2007

149-155. According to Strauss, esotericism was necessary due to what he perceived as an
irreconcilable dialectical tension between philosophy and revelation; see, for example, Strauss 1988:

95-141 regarding Judah Halevi's Kitäb al-Kuzari. More recent studies have shown that in the case of
Arabic philosophy, little evidence exists for such a tension. On the contrary, by the 12th century,
philosophical demonstration was becoming increasingly naturalised within speculative theology
(kaläm)-, see Michot 1993; Shihadeh 2005; Endress 2006. Conversely, key concepts in the thought of
al-Färäbi and Averroes have been shown to derive from Islamic theology and jurisprudence; see

essays in Adamson 2019. For critiques by scholars of Islamic thought aimed specifically at Strauss,

see Michaelis 2020: 380, n. 3.

17 Michaelis 2020: 385-393. Cases include Avicenna's Risäla fi ahwäl al-nafs and al-Ghazäli's
Mishkät al-anwär.
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readers with a work that disambiguates the theories and operations of alchemy,
' Abdishö' makes an implicit case for its necessity and truthfulness, and in doing so

follows in the footsteps of earlier practitioners. A close examination of 'Abdîshô"s

legacy will therefore reveal a hitherto unappreciated level of active engagement in
the history of Islamicate alchemy by non-Muslim social actors. Moreover, I wish to
show that 'Abdishö''s mediation of the Epistle was in no way passive. Both the

main text and the preface draw as heavily from Arabo-Islamic alchemical lore as

they do from Syriac Christian sources, despite purporting to derive from an ancient
Greek original. Based on this evidence, I consider whether the Epistle is in fact an

original Arabic composition by 'Abdishö' himself.

2 'Abdishö' bar BrTkhä and esotericism in Syriac
Christian thought

Before delving into the text of the Epistle, it is first necessary to say something
about 'Abdlshö"s life, works, and the role of the occult sciences in his thought
more generally. By doing so, I wish to demonstrate that his involvement in alchemy
should be considered in light of a broader interest in occult subjects that permeated

important aspects of the religious sciences.18 While little is known about his

early years, 'Abdishö' first appears as bishop of Sinjär (in modern day
northeastern Iraq) in 1279/80, and again in 1285/6. It was during his time as bishop that
he worked on the Epistle.19 Between 1284/5 and 1290/1, he was promoted to the

Metropolitan See of Nisibis and Armenia under the Catholicos-Patriarch Yahba-

lähä III, and in February 1318, he was present at the election of Yahbalähä's

successor, Timothy II, and died in November of that year.20 The entirety of
'Abdishö"s life was spent under the suzerainty of the Mongol Il-khans, who ruled

over much of Iran, Mesopotamia, north-eastern Syria, and southern Anatolia
between 1256-1336.21

18 I define the "religious sciences" as subjects pertaining to ecclesiastical instruction such as

Biblical exegesis and systematic theology—as opposed to subjects such as philosophy,
mathematics, geometry, and, indeed, alchemy. One finds such distinction in mediaeval Syriac writers
who make a clear epistemological distinction between the "ecclesial sciences" (yulpânë 'edtänäye)
and the "profane sciences" (yulpânë barrâyë). This is outlined in detail by a Syriac contemporary of
'Abdishö', Gregory Barhebraeus (on whom more below); see Barhebraeus 1898a; 116-118 and

1898b: 104-106. For earlier authors who employed this distinction, see Rassi 2019; 355-356.

19 For more on this crucial point regarding authorship and dating, see Section 2 below.

20 These facts are summarised by Dauvillier 1953: 92-93; Teule 2012: 750; Rassi 2015: 49.

21 For the history of Syriac Christians under Mongol rule, see Fiey 1975.
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Flourishing as he did under Il-Khanid rule, it is not wholly surprising that a

Syriac Christian churchman like 'Abdïshô' would have been interested in the occult

sciences. We know that the Il-khans Hülegü (r. 1256-1265), Abäqä (r. 1265-1282), and

Arghün (r. 1284-1291) valued practitioners of magic, astrology, and alchemy—and it
was not uncommon that such practitioners belonged to the religious classes.22 We

learn of one such case from an older contemporary of 'Abdïshô', the historian and

polymath Gregory Abü 1-Faraj Barhebraeus (d. 1285/6), maphrian (or eastern prelate)

of the Syrian Orthodox Church. In his Syriac Chronograph]/, Barhebraeus

reports that in 1263, during the Mongol advance on northern Iraq, the inhabitants of
Jazirat ibn 'Umar (Gäzartä in Syriac) narrowly avoided death after the city's
Nestorian bishop Hnânïshô' professed knowledge of alchemy {'ummänütä d-

kimiya), promising Hülegü as much gold as he wanted.23 It was for this reason that
the Mongols later appointed Hnânïshô' as governor of Jazirat ibn 'Umar. However,

in 1268, Hnânïshô' was executed by royal decree, his head placed above the gates

of the city. The precise reason for his execution is unclear; perhaps hinting at the

bishop's alchemical activities and political ambitions, Barhebraeus simply tells us
that "this is the wicked end that came to he who thrust himself into worldly affairs"
0häde hartä bistä hwât leh d-'a"el napseh b-su'rânë 'âlmânâyë)."2" Given that the

Hnânîshô"s political appointment was due to his claiming knowledge of chrys-

opoeia, such "worldly affairs," in Barhebraeus's mind, may have extended to

alchemy. For in his Ecclesiastical Chronicle, Barhebraeus records an earlier episode

involving Isaac, bishop of Harrän and later Syrian Orthodox patriarch of Antioch.
Here we are told that after witnessing a "wandering monk" (dayrâyâ 'aksnäyä)

transmute lead into gold, Isaac was "struck by a desire for the Art" {bla' b-regtäh d-

'ummänütä) and murdered the monk in order to obtain the secret of the elixir. As a

consequence, Isaac grew close ('etbaytt) to Abü Ja'far, the governor of al-jazlra and
future Abbasid caliph, al-Mansür (r. 754-775) who later elevated Isaac to the office of
patriarch.25 Barhebraeus himself appears to have had little regard for alchemy. In the

22 On the early Il-Khans' enthusiasm for alchemy and astrology, in addition to astronomy and

mathematics, see Aydin Sayili 1988: 203; Rashid al-Din 1998: vol. 2, 513 (cited in Amitai 2013:15)

and vol. 3, 664-669.
23 Barhebraeus 1890: 520 (text) and 1932:443 (trans.).

24 Barhebraeus 1890: 525 (text) and 1932:448 (trans.).
25 Barhebraeus 1872: vol. 1, 315-317. Earlier West Syrian sources, on which Barhebraeus relies,
add that Isaac was later be put to death by al-Mansür for failing to produce the promised gold and
silver. See Chronicle ofZuqnin (Chabot 1952: 210-211); Michael the Syrian 1899-1910: vol. 2, 523-
524 (trans.), vol. 4,473-475 (trans.). The veracity of this story is uncertain and perhaps arose from
the fact that Isaac's elevation to the patriarchate was due solely to his closeness to secular power. It
is for this reason that he is remembered as "Isaac the unlawful" (lä nämösäyä) by Barhebraeus and

"Isaac the impious" ('awla) by Dionysius of Tel Mahrë (d. 845) via Michael the Syrian (d. 1199).
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meteorological section of his philosophical summa entitled the Cream of Wisdom

(Hëwat hekmtä), he refutes alchemy based on earlier critiques by Avicenna and

subsequent Arabic-writing thinkers.26 Thus, just as we might expect from any
linguistic and cultural milieu, attitudes towards the "Art" varied among Syriac Christian

thinkers in the 13th century.
Aside from his Epistle, 'Abdîshô"s interest in esoteric secrecy—which, as I

pointed out above, was an intrinsic part of the occult sciences—is attested to in his

theological oeuvre. One such work is his explanation of an enigmatic poem on the

divine economy by an earlier Nestorian writer, Simon of Shaqlawl (fl. early 13th

century), in response to a request from a priest named Abraham. At the beginning
of this work, 'Abdlshö' explains the value of riddles and enigmas:

rVl\r<iaa fVàvaiiarV:, rdiaXcv. »^pcnl-Ao rcSnT i-ïca, [...]

.rVirvi.yn .r^jacnl ^.äml reà\c\Vzj

V, iAiru iV\ -IOjyi r^cvx. r<lu 2r\cA r^lrt

rVnm fVin ,,-iT.n rr*ir~r, t-incAo ^QcnvM ,iis -i ^.n.-»i
ocnörVl°,ri.l TaoVao .mhanSnl cöai^aiV rc^tViV.^-iQK' riuiw- ^iuo ^*jci .r^Ofn\i°i cwaicv^jWe,

->r^iVirç'i r^iVe-o .,cncnT aiM cwoiasrc'iia

[...] I make known to you and all lovers of science that the riddles ('uhdâtâ) and allegories
(pellä'tä) said by the sages were composed for three reasons. Firstly, that they might connect
virtue with the intellect, so that through their difficulty [the intellect] might delve deeply
{net'ammaq) in order to comprehend subtleties (l-medda' qattïnâta) and reveal concealed

things (l-meglä stlrätä). Secondly, so that the undeserving do not attain profitable knowledge
{d-lä sâwë nemtë sukkälä mawtränä). And thirdly, so that through these things the ostentation
of those who regard themselves as wise and intelligent might be tested. The first to make this
useful discovery was the philosopher Pythagoras, and, among the learned ecclesiastical

authorities [who came] after the Evangelists, Evagrius [Ponticus] in his Centuries, Mark [the

Monk] in his Kephalaia,27 Theodore [of Mopsuestia] in his commentaries, and others.28

26 Barhebraeus 2004:108 (text), 109 (trans). Barhebraeus' argument is a classically Avicennan

one, holding that a body's transmutation is possible only with regard to its accidents (e.g., colour,
smell, etc.). However, even when it appears to the senses that a body is entirely altered from its

previous state, its essence and species nevertheless remain the same. Barhebraeus concludes that

contrary to what the alchemists (pallähay kimïya) allege, pure transmutation is impossible because

while a base metal might have the appearance of gold, its essence remains that of a base metal. On

Avicenna's influential refutation of alchemy and its afterlife, see Anawati 1996:877; Principe 2013:

47-49. On Barhebraeus' post-Avicennan sources for his refutation of alchemy (e.g., Abü 1-Barakät

al-Baghdädi's Mu'tabar), see Takahashi 2003: 270, n. 60.

27 Perhaps lesser known than Evagrius, Mark the Monk (aka Marcus Eremita, d. ca. 430) was a

Greek ascetic writer whose works had long been available in Syriac translation. See and Kessel/

Pinggéra 2011:172-173.

28 Vat. sir. 187, fol. lv-2v. This manuscript is digitally available on open access from the Vatican

Apostolic Library website: https://digi.vatlib.it/view/MSS_Vat.sir.187 (last accessed: 12 March 2020).
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A number of features in the above passage bear closer examination, particularly
where esoteric secrecy is concerned. Firstly, the principle that riddles and enigmas
lead the reader to knowledge was also present among mediaeval Muslim writers:
For instance, the grammarian and literary theorist Abü Baler 'Abd al-Qähir b. 'Abd
al-Rahmän al-Jurjäni (d. 471/1078 or 474/1081) favoured the use of riddles (alghâz)

because they test the reader's knowledge, prompting him/her to connect with the

text through careful interpretation (ta'awwul) rather than at first sight.29 Second is

the mention of Pythagoras as the originator of secrecy alongside ecclesiastical

authorities. Pythagoras had long been known as a master of enigma.30 In addition
to his Golden Sentences, a Syriac-reading audience could also access his Symbola,

which contains several riddles and their explanation.31 Indeed, 'Abdîshô' himself
wrote riddles on theological themes in his poetic opus magnum, the Paradise of
Eden (Pardaysä da- 'den).32 We also know that 'Abdîshô' composed a work entitled
Secrets of the Greek Philosophers ([']Râzê d-pïlâsôpë yawnâyê).33 Although this
work is now lost, it is possible that 'Abdîshô' had in mind Greek authorities
associated with Hermetic and gnomic traditions that had found their way into the

both the Syriac and Arabic tradition through translations and pseudo-epigraphs.

Support for this is found in 'Abdishö"s Paradise of Eden, the fourth chapter of
which comprises an acrostic poem on wisdom. In the first two stanzas, 'Abdîshô'
states that

In the beloved matter of wisdom,
There was study and investigation
By champions of great renown,
Men of discernment and grace.34

29 Abu Deeb 1971: 66.

30 On the secretiveness attributed to Pythagoras' teachings, see Burket 1972:178-179,454. For an
opposing view, which believes the secrecy of Pythagoras' circle as a late antique construct, see

Zhmud 2012:150-150. For the secretive nature ofPythagoras' teachings in the Arabic gnomological
tradition, see Cottrell 2016a: 484-485. For Pythagoras as an authority in Arabic alchemy, a science

concerned with intentional secrecy, see Sezgin 1971:45-46; Anawati 1996:199; Principe 2013: 41-
44.

31 See Arzhanov 2019: 34, 84-90.
32 'Abdîshô' bar Brîkhâ 1928: 28-31. The poem is entitled 'Uhdätä 'edtänyätä d-mestagnyän ba-

hpukyä (Ecclesiastical Riddles that Dispel Doubt).
33 'Abdîshô' lists this work among his own at the end of his Index of Ecclesiastical Authors (on

which more below); see 'Abdîshô' bar Brîkhâ 1986: § 1171-1173.

34 'Abdîshô' bar Brîkhâ 1928: 31-32: b-sarbä d-hekmtä rhimä/hwä (h)wä hergä wa-b'ätä/l-ga(n)
bbärä da-smähätä/(')näsä d-ta'mä w-taybütä. The reference to "champions of great renown" is

evocative of the Nephilim of Gen 6:4, whose offspring are described as "mighty men which were of
old, men of renown" (Peshitta version of the Syriac Bible: ga[n]bbârë d-men 'älam ga[n]bbârë da-

smâhâtâ). In the later books of Enoch, the Nephalim were born of fallen angels whose co-mingling
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In a gloss to these verses that he wrote later in life, our author explains that these

"champions" of wisdom are the Biblical prophets, the Apostles, the Greek sages
{hakkimê d-yawnâyë), and the ascetic Fathers ('abâhâtâ 'ïhïdâyë). Of the Greek

sages, 'Abdisho' lists Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, and Agathodaemon—all of whom
he notes for their esotericism and ascetic piety:

They revealed hidden things iglaw kasyätä), investigated profound matters, followed a chaste

and divine way of life ('etdabbar[w] nakpä'it wa-hyaw 'alähä'it), practiced [ascetic] silence

(wa-ntar[w] setqa), and meditated on the afterlife.35

The idea that the ancient philosophers—particularly Socrates—were singular in
their ascetic virtue had long been present in Greek, Syriac, and Arabic gnomo-
logical literature.36 As to the esoteric character of their teachings, 'Abdishö"s
mention of Agathodaemon—a Graeco-Egyptian authority associated mainly with
alchemy37—suggests that he viewed these philosophers as bearers of occult
scientific wisdom. That these figures are said to have "revealed hidden things" also

suggests that 'Abdisho' was tapping into an Islamicate tradition ofesotericism that
intersected with the occult sciences. For example, the famous Muslim alchemist
Jäbir ihn Hayyän (fl. 9 or 10th century), whose identity scholars have long debated,

counts Socrates among the fathers and masters of the alchemical art.38 Indeed, like
Socrates and Agathodaemon, works attributed to Plato and Aristotle on occult
scientific subjects ranging from physiognomy to alchemy were also known

throughout the Islamicate world.39

with humans caused iniquity in humankind, while other exegetical traditions associated them

with the illicit progeny of the righteous Seth and the wicked Cain (Reed 2005:221-226 and Reeves

2016: 201-202). By 'Abdishö"s time, the equation of Enoch with Hermes (via Idris), a key occult
scientific authority, was already well-established; see Van Bladel 2009a. On the Syriac reception of
the Book of Enoch (preserved only in Ethiopie and fragmentarily in other languages), see Brock
1968.1 am grateful to Nicolas Harris for drawing my attention to these parallels.
35 'Abdisho' bar Brikhä 1928: 35.

36 Pietruschka 2019: 529-531. For Socrates in mediaeval Arabic gnomologia translated—and

developed from—Greek models, see Gutas 1975: 84-115.

37 Anawati 1996: 859-860; Strohmaier 2008; Forster 2017: 41-44.
38 Kraus 1942-1943: vol. 2, 52-54; Wakelnig 2019:563. Further occurrences of Socrates in Arabic

alchemical literature will be examined below.

39 Aristotle, Plato, and Socrates as pseudo-epigraphic authorities on alchemy will be discussed

below. Perhaps the best-known work on physiognomy attributed to Aristotle in the Arabic tradition

is the Sirr al-asrâr (translated into Latin in the 12th century as Secretum Secretorum)-, see

Hoyland 2005 and 2006; Forster 2016 and 2019. For the figure of Socrates in the Arabic tradition,
where his status as an occult authority may have been due to the Harränian Sabians' projecting of

their Hermetic teachings onto him, see Alon 1991; Wakelnig 2019. Surviving fragments of Aga-

thodaemon's alchemical works in Greek are surveyed by Taylor 1930:118; on his reception in the
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Turning our attention back to 'Abdîshô"s explanation of Simon of Shaqläwi's

poem, we should also note the claim that the mystical Fathers and Bible
commentators (here Theodore of Mopsuestia, d. 428) were the first among Christians to

employ enigma. While interpretations of the Bible since late antique times had

long varied between literal and allegorical readings,40 it was uncommon for Syriac
writers to ascribe intentional secrecy to exegetical authorities such as Theodore,
the Biblical "Interpreter" par excellence of the Nestorians. Yet the claim that the

Church Fathers employed this strategy is not entirely unprecedented. In his Ethi-

con, Barhebraeus defines two kinds of ecclesiastical science: One that is restricted

to a select few (dilänäy ba-gbayyä) and another that is general to all who are called

upon (gawwänäy l-kolhön qrayyä), the former including books by the ascetic

doctors of the Church (malpânê 'ïhîdâyë madbrâyë).41 Barhebraeus wrote a

commentary on one such work: The so-called Book of the Holy Hierotheos by the 6th-

century ascetic writer Stephen bar Sudayli.42 In his preface, Bar Sudayll cautions
his reader against divulging "hidden and concealed mysteries {[']râzë hänön da-

stïrë wa-gnîzë) to those of impure minds (hawnë hänön d-lâ dkën)," thereby giving
what is holy to dogs (Mt 7:6).43

Similarly, elsewhere in 'Abdîshô"s theological oeuvre, we encounter the

notion that the mystical Church Fathers were proponents of epistemic elitism. In an
Arabic summa theologica entitled the Precious Pearl (al-Durra al-muthammana),
'Abdîshô' produces a word-for-word citation of an earlier Christian authority, the

Baghdad peripatetic Tsä ibn Ishäq ibn Zur'a (d. 1008). Here, Ibn Zur'a and
'Abdîshô' each seek to explain why Christians refer to the three Persons of the

Trinity as "Intellect, Intellecting, and Object of Intellect" as opposed to simply
"Father, Son, and Holy Spirit":

We say that [our terms for the three Persons], in which there are two advantages (fâ'idatân),
come from the Lord of the [Christian] Law (rabb al-sharïa). Firstly, He meant them as a code

Islamicate world, see Anawati 1996:859-860 and Strohmaier 2008. A similar ancient lineage—this
time consisting of Agathodaimon, Hermes, Homer, and Aratus—occurs in the Ikhwän al-safä"s

epistle (52a) on magic; see Ikhwän al-safä 2011: 45 (text), 117 (trans.).

40 Young 1997; O'Keefe 2000. In the 12th century, the Syrian Orthodox writer Dionysius bar Salibi
(d. 1171) systématisés both approaches in his commentary of the Old Testament, in which he

provides practical (su'ränä'it) and spiritual (rühänä'it) readings. On this method and its late

antique antecedences, see introduction to edition and translation of Dionysius' commentaries on
Psalms 73-82 by Ryan 2004: 26-52.

41 Barhebraeus 1898a: 317. We should also note that the idea of two sets of teachings, one for the
elite and one for the masses, has a long history in the Greek literary tradition; Fraenkel 2001: 30.

42 For extracts of this work and Barhebraeus commentary, see Marsh 1927.

43 Marsh 1927:1 (text), 1 (trans.).
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(ramz) for those concepts (ma'äni), so that the ignorant and whoever ought to be kept away
from the noble and divine sciences do not discover them. Rather, discovering [their meaning]
should be by way of a triad of codes (tathlîth al-rumùz), not their literal meaning. Thus, the
disclosure of mysteries (kashfal-asrär) is forbidden to them. Our Lord hinted at this by saying:
"Do not give what is holy to the dogs, nor cast your pearls before swine, lest they trample them
under their feet, and turn and tear you in pieces" (Mt 7:6). The pure Theologus (seil, Gregory
of Nazianzus) composed a treatise on how it is not necessary to speak of divine matters at all
times and with every person.

Secondly, the holy Dionysius [the Areopagite] mentioned: "If divine matters are
expressed in approximate terms (al- 'ibärät al-qariba), then those searching for truths will be

motivated to examine them, their causes, and the way in which it is possible to express them

through such metaphors. Due to the intensity of their study, therefore, the knowledge of those

investigating these things becomes certain, trustworthy, and free of doubt."44

Resting his argument on patristic and scriptural authority (namely, Gregory

Nazianzus, Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, and Christ's statement in Mt 7:6),
' Abdishö' asserts that the function of secrecy is to bring the seeker closer to divine
knowledge. Indeed, such terms in Arabic as ramz ("symbol"), and kashf
("disclosure") were common to both mystical and occult discourses, as has been

shown in the contexts of both Sufism and alchemy.45

In the 13th century, 'Abdishö' was not alone in his engagement with such

themes in Christian contexts. Ignatius bar Wahib (d. 1332), a Syrian Orthodox

contemporary, wrote two treatises on the alphabet, one in Syriac and one in Arabic.
These treatises assign metaphysical and numerical value to each of the twenty-
eight letters of the Arabic alphabet and applies several Biblical typologies to
them.46 In the Arabic version, Ignatius cites the famous 10th century fraternity of
Muslim philosophers known as the Ikhwän al-safä' (Brethren of Purity), while
making arguments similar to 'Abdishö"s regarding the value of hidden knowledge.

According to Ignatius, and in line with many Arabic lettrist thinkers, God

locked away (khazana) mysteries in the letters of the alphabet so that diligent
seekers of noetic science (al-mujähidün fi l- 'ulüm al- 'aqliyya) might comprehend
and reveal them to their trusted followers.47 Thus, like 'Abdishö', Ignatius believed

that secretive language has its place in learning and must be studied carefully in

44 Ibn Zur'a 1929:10-11; 'Abdishö' bar Brikhâ 2018: ch. 4, § 103-109. See also Watt 2011: 256.

45 For concepts of ramz, kitmân, and kashf in Arabic alchemy and their intersection with Islamic

mysticism and Imämi ShTism, see Lory 1989. On these terms in Imam! ShTism more generally, see

Amir-Moezzi 1994, 81,129, 254.

46 On this work and information about Bar Wahib's life, see Barsawm 1987: § 245. Critical editions
and translations of both versions are forthcoming from Samuel Noble.

47 ASOM 63, fol. 61v-62r, digitally available on open access from the Hill Museum & Manuscript
Library: https://w3id.org/vhmml/readingRoom/view/136302 (last accessed: 12 March 2020). On

the Ikhwän al-safä"s lettrism, see Lory 2004: 65-74.
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order to unveil precious knowledge. Thus, in the Syriac Christian milieu of
<Abdishö"s time, as in previous centuries, there existed an intellectual space
wherein esotericism could just as easily be applied to theological and mystical
discourses as it could to other subjects.

3 Pseudo-Aristotle's Epistle on Alchemy:
authorship, genre, and the question of
translation

Having discussed the place of occult knowledge in mediaeval Syriac Christianity,
we now turn to the Epistle on Alchemy. Our first indication of IAbdishö"s
involvement with this work comes from the text itself. In the preface (muqaddima)
of the Epistle, the author refers to himself as "I, the feeble 'Abdïshô', bishop of
Sinjär" {and l-da'ïf 'AbcRshü' usquf Sinjär).48 The name '"Abdïshô"' appears
elsewhere in the Epistle's manuscript tradition: Following the preface, the beginning of
the work opens with "next, the treatise, being the work of the translator of the

Epistle, 'Abdïshô', the unworthy (lit. "shallow") of Sinjär" (thumma l-maqäla wa-

hiya 'amal mufassir al-Risäla 'Abdishü' al-dahl bi-Sinjär).49 The first to connect
'Abdïshô' bar Brlkhä with the préfacer of the Epistle was Louis Cheikho, in his

catalogue entry for USJ 252, one of the text's Garshünl witnesses.50 Manfred Ull-
mann supported this identification in his Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im

Islam, on the basis of USJ 252 and a further witness, Gotha A 85.51

Further support for this identification is provided by 'Abdïshô' bar Brlkhä
himself, namely in his Index ofEcclesiastical Authors (Më'mrâ d-'itbeh menyänä d-

kolhôn ktdbë 'edtândyë). At the end of the Index, 'Abdïshô' enumerates his own
works, sixteenth of which he lists as the "Translation of the Epistle of the Great and
Admirable Aristotle that He Wrote to Alexander on the Noble Art" (Pussdq

'eggarteh d-rabbä 'Ärestötälis tmihä häy d-'akteb l-'Äleksandrös 'al 'ummänütä
rabtä).52 Thus, there should be little reason to doubt 'Abdïshô' bar Brikhä's
authorship of the preface to the Epistle since (a) 'Abdïshô' himself tells us in his
Index that he produced such a work; (b) he was bishop of Sinjär prior to his
ascension to the See of Nisibis (as mentioned in Section 1 above); and (c) no other

48 CFMM 554, p. 75; USJ 252, fol. 2v; Gotha A 85, fol. 2r.

49 CFMM 554, p. 87; USJ 252, fol. 8r; missing in Gotha A 85.

50 Cheikho 1922:158-159.
51 Ullmann 1972:157.

52 See, for example, Assemani 1719-1728: vol. 3/1, 361; Badger 1852: vol. 2, 379; Baumstark 1922:

324; Kaufhold 2005: xx.
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bishop of Sinjär named 'Abdîshô' is known to us from the history of Syriac and
Christian Arabic literature.53

Further internal evidence from the Epistle suggests a Nestorian and late
mediaeval Sitz im Leben. Firstly, 'Abdîshô' tells us of an earlier bishop who
translated alchemical works: One Barhadbshabbä ibn Shim'ün, bishop of al-HIra,
whom he claims translated Pseudo-Aristotle's Kitäb al-Ahjär (Book ofStones) from
Greek to Arabic for 'Ali ibn Abü Tälib (d. 40/661), cousin and son-in-law of the

prophet Muhammad and fourth of the "Rightly Guided" caliphs.54 Now, no bishop
by this name is recorded for the city, nor is 'All known to have sponsored Graeco-

Arabic translations. Nevertheless, al-HIra was an important Nestorian ecclesiastical

centre in Late Antiquity, and its place in the cultural memory of the Church of
the East endured well into the Middle Ages.55 Furthermore, 'Abdîshô' relates a

lengthy history of the Epistle's discovery and transmission. Many aspects of this
history are surely fictive but nevertheless reveal something about the translator's
cultural background. He tells us that the Greek original of the epistle was deposited
in the Monastery of Mär Daniel near Mosul (min a'mäl Äthür wa-Mawsil), "which
used to belong to the Nestorians but these days belongs to the Jacobites" (wa-käna
li-1-Nastür wa-huwa yawma'idhin li-1-Ya'äqiba).56 This Monastery of Mär Daniel-
known also as the "Monastery of Beetles" (Syr. dayrä d-habsusyätä; Ar. dayr al-

khanäfis)—had indeed been a Church of the East founding but by the 13th century
lay firmly in the hands of the Syrian Orthodox (or "Jacobites").57 'Abdîshô' further
tells us that he translated the Epistle into Arabic from a Syriac version by a certain
John the Monk (Yühannä al-rähib) made in 937 anno graecorum 625/6 A.D.) from

an autograph by Aristotle (nuskha bi-khatt Arista talis).88 Finally, 'Abdîshô' claims
that on the flyleaf of this Syriac translation he discovered a note by Elias bar

53 For all known bishops of Sinjär, see Fiey 1993:134. 268-269.

54 CFMM 554, p. 77; USJ 252, fol. 3r; Gotha A 85, fol. 2r-3v: "I then discovered that the learned and

holy father Barhadbshabbä ibn Shim'ün, bishop of al-Hira, had provided a translation, from Greek

to Arabic, of Aristotle's 'Book ofStones' on the Art for 'Ali ibn Abi Tälib (may God be pleased with
him) (;innï wajadtu l-ab al-qiddis al-'älim Barhadbshabbä ibn al-Shim'ün usquf al-Hira qad i'tanâ
wa-htamma bi-naql Kitäb al-Ahjär li-Aristätälisfi l-sinä 'a Ii- 'Ali ibn Abi Tälib (radiya Lläh 'anhu) min

al-lugha al-yünäniyya ilä l- 'arabiyya).
55 For the names of bishops of al-HIra before and during 'All's caliphate (651-661), see Fiey 1993:

90-91; Toral-Niehoff 2014: 224. On al-Hira's place in the historiography of the Church of the East

and in mediaeval Arabic literature more generally, see Rassi 2015: ch. 5. As for Pseudo-Aristotle's

Kitäb al-Ahjär, this work is in fact known to have been translated by a certain Lüqä ibn Isräfiyün
(Serapion); see Pseudo-Aristotle 1912: 93.

56 CFMM 554, p. 85; USJ 252, fol. 7r; Gotha A 85, fol. 4v-5r.
57 For Syriac and Arabic sources on the history of this monastery, see Fiey 1965: vol. 2, 615-620;
Snelders 2010: 312-314.

58 CFMM 554, p. 86; USJ 252, fol. 7v; Gotha A 85, fol. 5r.
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Shennäyä (d. 1046), Metropolitan of Nisibis, a preeminent polymath of the Church

of the East:

ULmjoIA i
^'1 lift U A I .i9 "i <l]l 15 I! jjU i—ij j*jll Ù&* -1' j ' y ^yi-laâu lAjgJâ ^c. "1 ' -
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At the back of it I found in the hand (bi-khatt) of the holy father Mär Elias, Metropolitan of
Nisibis, known as Ibn al-Sinni (may God sanctify his soul), the following report: "I came

across this epistle, deciphered its translation (hallaltu tarjamatahu), worked according to its

precepts ('amiltu 'alä qawäninihä), and found it to be of the utmost soundness and truth, free

from addition and diminution." The sinful Elias, Metropolitan of Nisibis and its districts,
wrote it in the year 1332 of Alexander 1020/21 A.D.).61

Needless to say, the claim that the Epistle derived from a Greek original by
Aristotle's own hand stretches credulity, but is nevertheless common across
occult scientific works (on which more below). Moreover, Elias of Nisibis was

never known to have practiced alchemy. His inclusion in Abdishö"s discovery
narrative was likely intended to lend authority to the Epistle. But whatever the

veracity of these claims, it is clear from various elements in 'Abdlshö"s account—
the mention of prominent East Syrian ecclesiarches (real and imagined), the use
of Seleucid dating, the occupation of Mär Daniel by the Jacobites—that the
"translation" of the Epistle was of Christian origin. Furthermore, given the
locution qaddasa Lldhu nafsahu ("may God sanctify his soul") in the above

passage, this "translation" must have taken place after 1046, the year of Elias bar

Shennäyä's death.

Until now, Syriacists have assumed the Epistle to be no more than 'Abdishck's

explanation of an otherwise unknown pseudo-epigraph on alchemy, since he uses
the term pussäqä, which would normally imply "explanation" or "commentary."
However, now that manuscripts of the work have come to light, the Epistle should
in fact be considered a translation. For "translation" is one of the many meanings
encapsulated by the termpussäqä, according to the the 10th century lexicographer
Hasan bar Bahlül, who glosses the word with the Arabic naql.62 Further confusion

comes from the full Arabic title of the Epistle, Tafsir risälat Aristû ft l-sinä'a. The

term tafsir, though commonly understood as "explanation" or "commentary," can
also mean "translation" in mediaeval Christian Arabic usage. Although this

59 missing in Gotha A 85.

60 in Gotha A 85.

61 CFMM 554, p. 86-87; USJ 252, fol. 5v-6r; Gotha A 85, fol. 5r-5v.
62 See Payne Smith 1879-1901: vol. 2, 3,323 and Sokoloff 2009:1176.
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meaning is less common in Arabic,63 we find it in a treatise on the Nicene Creed by

an earlier Nestorian author, Elias of Nisibis (d. 1043), who, like 'Abdishô', wrote in
both Syriac and Arabic. Here, Elias employs two Arabic terms throughout: tafslr for

his translation of each line of the Syriac Creed and ta'wîl for his explanation of it.64

By contrast, the Muslim lexicographer Ibn Manzür (d. 711/1311), on the authority of
Ibn al-A'râbl (d. 231/846), asserts that ta'wil and tafslr are of one meaning (wa-l-

ma 'nä wähid).65 Thus, it is likely that Elias had in mind the Syriac pussâqâ—a term
with a semantic range covering both "translation" and "explanation"-as did
'Abdishô' some two centuries later.

Indeed, in his preface to the Epistle, 'Abdishô' himself informs us that he

translated the Epistle from Syriac to Arabic, this time employing the terms naqala
and istakhraja. While the latter more commonly means "to extract," it is clearly
employed by 'Abdishô' to denote translation:66

rttluil ASj (jLuiil! qa Ac-1 ^ ^1 (jjulUaUa^jl AiLuij

AjA _jASJ jj. ..alllj JfcJ|

I was compelled to translate (istikhräj) the epistle of the learned Aristotle to Alexander on the

Art, from Syriac into Arabic, and was required to translate (ustuqditu fi l-naql wa-1-tafsïr) [it]

according to my feeble ability.67

As to its contents, the Epistle consists of three principal parts:
1. "Abdishö"s lengthy preface (muqaddima), in which he explains his reasons for

translating the work and provides a lengthy account of the text's discovery. As

mentioned previously, 'Abdishô' alleges that the work was translated from
Greek to Syriac by a certain "John the Monk" who worked from Aristotle's
autograph.68

2. Alexander's epistle to Aristotle, which the former purportedly sent whilst in
India and in which he relates his discovery of two mysterious chemicals with
transmutative powers.69

3. Aristotle's response to Alexander, in which the former explains the workings of
these two elixirs and then systematically elucidates the composition of the

Philosophers' Stone in three parts: The universal principles of the "Art"

63 One example of the verb fassara used as "translation" comes from an alchemical dialogue text;
see Forster 2017: 99 and Müller 2012: 94.

64 See, for example, Elias's explication of the first line of the Creed; Elias 2018:84 (text); 85 (trans.).

65 Ibn Manzür 1994: vol. 7, 3,412.

66 See definition in Hava 2001:153.

67 CFMM 554, p. 82-83; USJ 252, fol. 5v-6r; Gotha A 85, fol. 4r.

68 CFMM 554, p. 74-87; USJ 252, fol. lv-8r; Gotha A 85, fol. lv-5v.
69 CFMM 554, p. 87-95; USJ 252, fol. 8v-12r; Gotha A 85, fol. 6v-8v.
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(kulliyyät hâdhihi l-sina'ä); its operations (tadäbir); and, finally, the making of
the elixir (sinâ'at al-iksîr).70

In effect, 'Abdlsho' presents his reader with a comprehensive treatise on the

making of the elixir, combining both theory and practice, framed as an epistolary
exchange between a foundational philosopher and his most illustrious student.

At this point we might ask: Is the Epistle really a translation from a Greek

original via a Late Antique Syriac version, or is the claim part of a broader literary
topos7. Broadly speaking, the Epistle that 'Abdisho' alleges to have translated

belongs to a genre of Arabic epistolary cycles that has been variously described as

"Graeco-Arabic novels" and "Pseudo-Aristotelian hermetica." Letters attributed to

Aristotle were known to have circulated in antiquity.71 However, of the several

pseudo-Aristotelian epistolary cycles preserved in Arabic, hardly any can be traced

to a Greek original with any degree of certainty. One possible exception is a series

of fictitious exchanges between Aristotle, Philip of Macedon, and Alexander,
edited with the title Ahwäl al-hukamâ'fî ayyâm al-Iskandar and commonly referred

to as the Epistolary Novel.72 This work comprises several letters of advice on
statecraft, serving as a prominent example of an Arabic "mirror for princes." While
the precise dating and conditions of its composition remain a subject of debate,

most scholars believe the Epistolary Novel to be a composite work that is at least

partially based on Greek sources.73 Yet this cannot be said of other examples of the

epistolary genre in Arabic literature. Such is the case of letters of advice from
Aristotle to Alexander on occult topics, none of which have been successfully
traced to Greek Vorlagen. These pseudo-Aristotelian hermetica include the Kitâb
Istimätis (Book oflstimâtis) and the Dhakhirat al-Iskandar (Treasury ofAlexander),
each of which discuss talismans and astral magic (though the latter contains a

small section on alchemy).74 Perhaps the most famous representative of this genre
is the Sirr al-asrär (Secret ofSecrets), or Secretum Secretorum as it became known in

70 CFMM 554, p. 96-156; USJ 252, fol. 12v-46v; Gotha A 85, fol. 8v-22v.
71 Gutas 2009: 64.

72 Edition by Maroth 2006. See also Gutas 2009 for further background on the genre and its

antecedents, together with a useful summary of the contents.
73 For these debates, see Grignaschi 1967; Stern 1968; 11-24; Doufikar-Aarts 2010; 102-105; Swain

2013: 108-122; Cottrell 2016b.

74 On these, see Burnett 1981 and 1989; Van Bladel 2009b: 101-102,114; Alfonso-Goldfarb/Abou
Chahla Jubran 1999. For a study and translation of the alchemical section of the Dhakhirat al-

Iskandar, see Alfonso-Goldfarb/Abou Chahla Jubran 2008. Strictly speaking, the term "hermetica"

applies to texts attributed to the legendary Hermes Trismegistus but may also refer to works
attributed to Aristotle that transmit the purported teachings of Hermes. As we shall see further in
this study, the Epistle attributes many of its theories to Hermes.
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Latin translation, a text that consists of advice on kingship but also includes
sections on physiognomy, astrology, magic, medicine divination, and astrology.75

Although the Greek attributions of the Sirr al-asrâr are certainly spurious, many of
its sources are traceable to late antique Middle Persian as well as Islamic
traditions.76

Whatever the origins of the genre, the framing of treatises as exchanges
between Aristotle and Alexander—two paradigmatic figures of philosophy and

kingship—was a long-established phenomenon before and during 'Abdïshô"s
lifetime. Indeed, the intersection between kingly advice and occult science is

hardly surprising when we consider that the latter was of great interest to rulers.

Physiognomy, for example, was considered a form of prognostication, on the one

hand, and a rhetorical tool used for discrediting political adversaries, on the other,
and thus tended to attract royal patronage.77 Traces of this motif are discoverable

in what survives of the Graeco-Egyptian alchemical corpus. A Syriac treatise by
Zosimus of Panopolis (fl. 300), translated from a lost Greek original, speaks of the
so-called electrum mirror, an alloy of gold and silver said to have been favoured by
Alexander. Here, Zosimus tells us that kings keep such mirrors in their palaces "as

a talisman" to gaze upon as a reminder to examine themselves.78 However, it is in
the mediaeval Islamicate tradition that Alexander's attachment to the occult
sciences features most prominently.79 The royal character of these sciences is often
made explicit in master-disciple exchanges between Alexander and Aristotle. Such

is the case in the Sirr al-asrâr's discussion of the "King's Talisman," a ring
purported to grant its wearer great power (Pseudo-Aristotle also mentions a talisman
made by the legendary Ballnüs for the Persian King Darius80). 'Abdishö' himself, in
his preface to the Epistle, conceives of alchemy as among the many wise arts

sought after by earthly sovereigns:

75 See Manzalaoui 1974:148 and Grignaschi 1976 on the "Short Form" and "Long Form" of the Sirr

al-asrär; see also discussion by Forster 2006:11-19.
76 On the Sirr al-asrâr's Middle Persian sources, see Van Bladel 2004. For the tradition of Polemon

in the Sirr al-asrär, see Hoyland 2007; Forster 2019: 324.

77 Ghersetti 2018: 86-88; Forster 2019: 324-326.

78 Berthelot/Duval 1893: 261-262 (trans.) and discussed by Camplani 2000: 74. On the Delphic
maxim "know thyself' and its influence on Zosimus and other late ancient pagan thinkers, see

Dufault 2019: 126-127. Interestingly, the electrum mirror is mentioned in one unedited Arabic
alchemical work of uncertain authorship, known variously as Miftäh al-hikma, Miftäh jannät al-

khuld, Sirr al-asrär, and Sirr al-särr wa-sirr al-asrär. Here, the mirror is associated with Aristotle,
not Alexander (wa-sammähä Aristätälis mir'ät al-aqtirün); Carusi 2016: 315.

79 1 am aware of no other Greek occult scientific text—alchemical or otherwise—featuring
Alexander or framed as a letter of advice from Aristotle to the Macedonian king. For excellent overviews

of the Graeco-Egyptian and Byzantine alchemical corpus, see Merianos 2017 and Roberts 2019.

80 Pseudo-Aristotle 1954:159-164. Forster 2006: 98-100; Porter et al. 2017: 522-523.
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Because the secular ruler (al-sultän) is god on earth (iläh al-ard); and by his decree is grace
apportioned to the chosen and vengeance to the evil; life [to those who] keep his commands
and death to those who transgress them; and [because] supplications are offered to him and
from him blessings are derived—it is therefore necessary for all under his power to act as

charitably as possible in obedience to him. Thus, we find that the ancient sages and divine

philosophers served the kings of their age with all the noble knowledge, marvellous sciences,

and subtle arts. The likeness of their service's immortal gifts (mathal hädhihi hadäyä 1-ghayr

mä'ita) is like the art of logic, medicine, mathematics, geometry, music, astrology (nijäma),
talismans (tilismät), and the other sciences and arts. Therefore, I the feeble 'Abdïshô', bishop
of Sinjär, decided to translate Aristotle the philosopher's epistle to Alexander the king on the
noble art of alchemy [...] and as an act of wise service (ka-l-khidma al-hikmiyya) present it
before the high throne of our lord and master, the King of Kings [...]82

It is unclear from the above whether 'Abdïshô1 had a specific "läng of Kings" in
mind.83 Nor do we know whether he himself practiced alchemy under royal
patronage (as did his older contemporary, Hnânîshô', bishop of Gäzartä,).

Nevertheless, his mention of "wise service" to kings suggests an awareness of an
Arabic genre that imparted occult knowledge in the form of a master's instruction
to a royal pupil. Alchemy enjoyed similar associations with vested power and
could often find expression in texts framed as exchanges or dialogues between a

sage and his kingly disciple.84 In addition to amassing wealth through mastery
over nature, the ideal king was also expected to acknowledge that his power was

ultimately granted by God. This attempt to reconcile human intervention in nature
with divine agency is discoverable in the Sirr al-asrär. Immediately before
discussing the sublimation of spirits, Pseudo-Aristotle relates a legend about the

81 ^ in Gotha A 85.

82 CFMM 554, p. 74-75; USJ 252, fol. lv-2r; Gotha A 85, fol. 2r.

83 CFMM 554, p. 76; USJ 252, fol. 2r; Gotha A 85, fol. 2r. Here, the rest of "Abdîshô"s dedication
reads: al-'älim al-'ädil al-mu'ayyad al-jä'id al-rahlm al-mansürmälikal-'älamwa-malikal-masküna
al-sultän al-a 'zam mäsik al-kull. Here, we encounter a curious mix of royal and divine titulature: for
instance, mäsik al-kull translates into Syriac as 'ahhid kol, in turn a caique of the Greek divine
epithet navTOKpdercjp ("Ruler of the Universe"); Payne Smith 1879-1901: vol. 1, 60. In his Syriac-
Arabic lexicon, Elias of Nisibis (d. 1046) classifies the expression 'ahhid kol under "names of God

and His attributes" (ft asmä ' Allah wa-sifätihi) and defines it as "governor of the universe" (däbit al-
kull)-, Elias 2007:31. However, the passive forms mansûr ("victorious") and mu'ayyad ("supported
[by God]") suggest that the dedicatee is in fact an earthly sovereign.
84 Forster 2012 and 2017: 43-44.
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discovery inside a pyramid of a coffin made from pure gold. In the coffin lay a

splendidly regaled king said to have lived 1,000 years after mastering the "secret of
nature" (sirr al-tabl'a). Yet, beyond the grave, on an inscribed emerald tablet, the

king cautions that "No one rules except the One who does not perish, and there is

no power except the One who is unique in great wisdom, blessed and sublime be

His name."85 In other words, however long a king's reign is prolonged by his

mastery over nature (be it through astrology, talismans, or alchemy), he is

ultimately destined to depart this world and reckon with God in the hereafter. It is

possible that 'Abdisho' had this motif in mind when he speaks of the necessity of
placing occult arts at the disposal ofkings while stressing that the ultimate cause in
nature is God, perhaps in anticipation of critics who attacked alchemists for

presuming to intervene in the created order. Indeed, such criticisms were to be

found in the 13 and 14th centuries: in a collection of anecdotes about alchemists
and their trickeries, the 13th-century Damascene writer al-Jawbarl cautions that
"only God and those of whom He approves are able [to perform this craft]" (la

yaqdaru 'alayhä illä Alläh 'azza wa-jalla wa-man irtadähü).86 Similarly, 'Abdisho'
reminds his readers that "it is God [...] who, by His will, shall bring everything
contained in this epistle from potentiality to actuality."87

In addition to being an established genre of mediaeval Arabic literature,
imagined exchanges between Aristotle and Alexander represented something of a

literary common ground between Christians and Muslims throughout the Greek-,

Syriac- and Arabic-speaking milieus. The Alexander Romance of Pseudo-Callis-

thenes—translated into Syriac in the 6th century from a now lost delta recension-
features an imagined letter by Alexander to Aristotle detailing his voyages and the

many natural marvels he witnessed during his campaigns.88 Another early text,
the Greek De Mundo (Tlepi Kôopov), known to Syriac Christians from a translation

by Sergius of Reshaina (d. 536), is similarly framed as part of an epistolary
exchange between the two figures.89 Moreover, collections of wise sayings by sages

85 Pseudo-Aristotle 1954:165. Cf. the famous story of the emerald tablet in the Sirr al-khaliqa of
Ballnüs, in which he discovers a cryptic text containing the secret ofprima materia inscribed on an
emerald tablet; Balinüs 1979: 524.

86 al-Jawbari 2014:173. Further aspects of these criticisms will be examined below.

87 CFMM 554, p. 76-77; USJ, fol. 2v-3r; Gotha A 85, fol. 2r: wa-Lläh alladhi lahu al-mulkwa-1-sultän

wa-minhu al-hikma wa-l-ma'rifa huwa yukhriju 'an idhnihi min al-quwwa ilä l-fi'l jamV ma huwa

mawdû'fîhädhihi l-risâla. Interestingly, there is a book in the Jäbirian corpus entitledKitäb ikhräj

ma fî l-quwwa ilä l-fl 'l (The Book of the Passage ofPotentiality to Actuality)-, Kraus 1942-1943: vol. 1,

84-85.
88 Pseudo-Callisthenes 1889: book 1, ch. 7.

89 De Lagarde 1858: 134-158 (text); Land 1874: 1-30 (trans.). The work's title in the unique
manuscript on which De Lagarde bases his edition is The Letter that Aristotle sent to Alexander the
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were in frequent circulation in the Greek-speaking world as early as the 4th century
and throughout Late Antiquity and the Middle Ages.90 The genre was also popular

among Syriac Christians who, from late antique times, had compiled several

anthologies of maxims, one of which transmits the gnomic statements of the

philosophers during their lament over Alexander's body.91 These sayings, along with

many others by Aristotle and other philosophers, were also transmitted in Arabic

collections, among them the the work known variously as theÄdäb al-faläsifa and
Nawädir al-faläsifa by the Christian Hunayn ibn Ishäq.92 Notable among such

collections by Muslim authors was the Mukhtâr al-hikam wa-mahâsin al-kilam of
al-Mubashshir ibn Fätik (fl. 11th century),93 a work that owes some measure of debt

to the Syriac gnomological tradition.94 Another Arabic gnomologium based on
Greek prototypes is the Mukhtär kaläm al-hukamä' al-arba'a, which preserves a

number aphorisms communicated by Aristotle to Alexander.95 As Sidney Griffith
has observed, such texts appealed to both Muslims and Christians who believed
that philosophy modelled on Aristotle's advice to Alexander would lead to wisdom
and a more just society.96 In 'Abdlshö"s own lifetime, this genre continued to find
relevance within Muslim and Christian literate circles. For example, a younger
Nestorian contemporary named Salibä ibn Yühannä al-Mawsilî (active in Cyprus in
the first half of the 14th century) incorporates into his theological compendium a

letter from Alexander to Aristotle detailing his debates with the sages of
Mesopotamia and Persia.97 As for the popularity of the genre in Il-Khanid Iran, it is worth
noting that a Persian letter of Alexander and Aristotle on wisdom is preserved in a

literary anthology known as Safina-yi Tabriz, composed in Tabriz between 1321 and
1323.98 Given the broad appeal of the genre, it is easy to see how such epistolary
exchanges could inspire a treatise on alchemy.

King Concerning Knowledge of Created Things ('Eggartä d-saddar 'Arestötälis l-'Aleksandrös malkä
'al 'îda'tâ da-hwayyâ).
90 For an exhaustive list of Greek gnomologia (printed and unedited), see Gutas 1975: 9-35.
91 See Brock 1970; Arzhanov 2019:113-114.

92 Hunayn ibn Ishäq 1985:83-87. The work survives in a later redaction by Muhammad ibn 'All al-
Ansäri (fl. before 1198).

93 al-Mubashshir ibn Fätik 1980:175-222.

94 Arzhanov 2017. On the other hand, there appears to be no direct relationship between al-

Mubashshir ihn Fätik's work and the Alexander Romance of Pseudo-Callisthenes; see Brock 1970

and Cottrell 2012.

95 Gutas 1975:178-183.

96 Griffith 2010:143-144.
97 al-Mawsili 2018: 323-353.

98 See Doufikar-Aerts 2007.
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We have so far observed the popularity of the epistolary genre in both its
Christian and Islamic iterations. To which, then, was the author of the Epistle most
indebted? The reality is that such Greek-inspired epistolary fictions cut across

Syriac Christian and Islamo-Arabic settings. As we shall see further in this study,
the alchemical contents of the Epistle are based mainly on Arabo-Islamic sources.
However, the literary backdrop of the Epistle was common to both Syriac Christian
and Arabo-Islamic contexts." Several versions of the Alexander epistolary cycle
take place within the literary frame of his campaigns in the East. The earliest text in
which this motif appears is the Alexander Romance of Pseudo-Callisthenes, where
Alexander is purported to have sent letters to Aristotle with accounts of his travels
to Egypt, Iran, India, and China.100 In one instance from the Syriac version of the
Alexander Romance, Alexander tells his teacher of the strange things he witnessed

in an Indian city named Prasiake, namely men with "faces like horses" (par-

sôpayhôn 'a[y]k d-raksë).wl In the Arabic translation of this work, Alexander
frames these reports as fantastical occurrences, informing Aristotle that he desired

to inform him of the wonders he saw in Prasiake (ahbabtu i'lämaka bi-mä ra'aynä
min al-'ajä'ib).102 This literary frame seems to have provided a template for later
fictionalised exchanges between the two figures in the Arabic tradition. In
particular, the witnessing of natural wonders ('ajä'ib) became something of a

leitmotif. For example, in Mubashshir ihn al-Fätik's gnomologium, Alexander
writes to Aristotle "about the strange events that happened to him ('ajä'ib mäjarä
lahu) and the wondrous things he had seen 'ajä 'ib mâ ra 'a) in the land of India. "103

Likewise, in an Arabic version of De Mundo embedded in the Epistolary Novel,

Alexander encounters a golden palace (bayt al-dhahab) during his campaign in
India and writes to Aristotle about it. The latter responds that true marvels are not

99 For Alexander narratives in Syriac and Arabic in literature, see Van Bladel 2007: 56-57 and

Monferrer-Sala 2011.

100 For example, the Sirr al-asrär was purportedly written during Alexander's campaign in Iran
(lammä ftataha biläd al-furs) (Pseudo-Aristotle 1954. 68). The Arabic versions of the De Mundo

mention Alexander's voyages to India and Sind (see below); and the Epistolary Novel contains
information about Alexander's conquest of the Persians, Khurasanians, Soghdians, Turks, Arabs,

and Indians (Maroth 2006: 25).

101 Pseudo-Callisthenes 1889: 94 (trans.), 168 (text).

102 Doufikar-Aerts 2013:96-115. The Arabic version of Alexander's letter concerning his travels in
India derives from an Arabic translation of the Syriac but was often transmitted separately,

dispersed throughout various narratives and related "wonders of creation" ('ajä'ib al-makhlüqät)

genres. The complete Arabic translation of Pseudo-Callisthenes's Alexander Romance (thought to

date to the 9th century) is preserved across four manuscripts, on which see Doufikar-Aerts 2010,

58-73.
103 al-Mubashshir ibn Fätik 1980 : 236, discussed in Cottrell 2012: 237.
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to be sought in manmade objects but in nature.104 This recurring theme is of

especial importance in the Epistle, serving as the backdrop to Alexander's account
of two wondrous chemicals that he discovered during his conquest of India:
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Greetings from Alexander, king of the inhabited world and inheritor of the greats, to Aristotle,
great among philosophers and wisemen. In the letter sent before this one, 0 great one, we
described to you the natural wonders (ai- 'ajö 'ib al-tabViyya) in the regions of the north and east

(nähiyatay al-shimäl wa-l-mashriq). In this our letter we describe to you a curious working of
universal nature that we discovered (ghanb mä waqafnä 'alayhi min af'äl al-tabVa al-kulliya).

When we entered the land of India, we found in a treasure trove of one of their great kings two
caskets of clear white crystal. In one of them was a red medicine,115 liver red (kibdi al-humra),
soft and waxy to touch, close in shape and colour to sealed clay. On it was written in Indian
writing (kitäba hindiyya): "This red sulphur (al-kibnt al-ahmar), if one [unit] of it is thrown on
12,000 [units] of silver, it turns into red gold, [and if thrown on] 500 [units] ofwhite crystal, it
turns into red hyacinth." In the other [casket], there was a dust-coloured (aghbar) medicine,

104 Maroth 2006:108-130; Brafman 1985: 79 (text), 168 (trans.). In another Arabic version of the
De Mundo, Aristotle begins his letter with the words: "Your letter has reached me, in which you
were mentioning your surprise at what you have seen of the golden temple in Sind (fa-qad wasala
kitäbuka tadhkuru bihi ta'ajjubaka mimmâ ra'ayta min bayt al-dhahab); cited and translated by
Cottrell 2012: 238.

105 005 'n USJ 252 and CFMM 554.

106 (al-mijasscü) in USJ 252 and CFMM 554.

107 üjU in Goth A 85.

108 11 in Gotha A 85.

109 .aW (i.e. ithna'shar alf) in CFMM 554 and USJ 252; till ^ in Gotha A 85.

110 -oM in Goth A 85.

111 _>"! in Gotha A 85.

112 in CFMM 554, USJ 252, and Gotha A 85.

113 4ju idj in Gotha A 85.

114 CFMM 554, p. 87-89, USJ 252, fol. 8v-9r; Gotha A 85, fol. 6v-7r.
115 The Arabic term used here is dawd', literally "medicine," a common term for the elixir (the
term "elixir" is itself derived from the Greek iftpiov, a powder used for desiccation and curing eye
diseases; see Carusi 2013). I have opted for "medicine" to convey alchemy's connection with
medicine and pharmacology, in addition to its frequent use of medical theory and imagery (on
which see Carusi 2003).
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like the first one in softness and fineness of touch, akin to a very waxy ceruse, and very frigid.
Written on it also was: "This is white arsenic (al-zirnlkh al-abyad). If one [unit] of it is thrown
on 12,000 [units] of red copper, it turns into white silver, [and if thrown on] 500 [units] of pure
glass, it turns into clear white crystal."

The two chemicals described in the above passage are none other than the red and
white elixirs, the former of which transmutes metals into gold and the latter into
silver. The Epistle portrays them not only as wonders of artifice but also wonders of
nature. The framing of their discovery in the land of India suggests the author's
awareness of other Alexandrian cycles involving natural wonders in distant lands.

Indeed, the Epistle appears to intentionally frame its narrative as a kind ofsequel to
other letters attributed to Alexander known to both Christian and Muslim
readerships.

What is the likelihood, then, that 'Abdlshö' was translating an actual Greek

text that had come down to him in Syriac? As mentioned already, epistolary
fictions involving Alexander and Aristotle were certainly known in antiquity, and
there is no denying that the literary genre was inspired by Greek models. However,

entire Greek works comprised of exchanges between Alexander and Aristotle

are exceedingly rare, the epistles themselves existing in fragments and

secondary references.116 It is in the mediaeval Arabic literary tradition that such

exchanges were frequently reimagined and supplied with new meaning,
particularly in the domains of astrology, talisman-making, and alchemy. This
Alexandrian and pseudo-Aristotelian mise en scène appears to be largely absent
from extant Greek occult scientific works.117 Of course, this does not prove that
the Epistle was an Arabic forgery; after all, the absence of evidence for a Greek

Vorlage is not necessarily evidence of absence. Moreover, one might reasonably
consider whether the Epistle was derived from an ancient Syriac version since

116 For citations of correspondence between Alexander and Aristotle littered throughout Hellenistic

and Roman literature, see Holzberg 1996: 648, n. 15. For longer fragments, see edition by
Plezia 1977:16-18 (testimonia from Eratosthanes [d. ca. 195/194 B.C.] Cicero [d. 63 B.C.] Strabo [d.

ca. 24 A.D.], Plutarch [d. 119 A.D.], and Aelian [d. ca. 235 A.D.]), cited in Gutas 2009: 64, n. 35.

Grignaschi 1967:114 and Maroth 2006: 75-76 attempted to show that the Epistolary Romance was
translated from Greek into Syriac in the 6th century. However, as Gutas 2009:64-65 observes, the

surviving Greek fragments of similar works date to Hellenistic times and the first Christian
centuries, with little evidence of the genre's continuance in late antique Greek literature. As Gutas

remarks, "[i]t is therefore astounding that there is nothing from later times and late antiquity to
indicate that the epistolary cycle, in whatever form and for whatever purpose, was a text well
known and in wide circulation among Greek speakers so that there would be interest in the

composition of yet another cycle [...] in the 6th century, as Grignaschi and Maroth suggest."
117 One rare occurrence of Alexander in Greek alchemical literature (preserved in Syriac) is in a

chapter by Zosimus on the so-called electrum mirror, discussed above.
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genuine works of Greek alchemy did in fact indeed into Syriac and eventually
into Arabic,118 though the time and place of their translation remains largely
unknown to us.119

With that said, certain aspects of the Epistle's preface raise serious doubts

about this work's alleged Greek origins. We have already noted the rather

implausible claim by 'Abdïshô' that the Epistle was translated from Aristotle's

autograph. Earlier in his preface, 'Abdïshô' tells us that he "had discovered it in

strange writing and unusual letters" (wajadtuhâ bi-kitäba ghariba wa-hurüfghayr
mu'tâda)}20 He later says that John the Monk, the Epistle's alleged Graeco-Syriac

translator, rendered the work into a script "that did not follow the customary order

of Syriac letters" (bi-tarjama suryäniyya laysat bi-nizäm al-hurüf al-ma'lüf fi
l-suryânî).121 What lies behind these opaque claims? Is 'Abdïshô' suggesting that
John employed a cryptographic substitute for the Syriac alphabet in his translation
of the Epistle? Examples of secret alphabets and symbols are attested in alchemical

writing. Yet this form of cryptography was more often restricted to key words and
odd passages rather than entire treatises.122

We should also bear in mind that Arabic occult texts with forged Greek

attributions often made the claim of having been translated from "older" languages
written in exotic scripts. This was often done to emphasise the secretive nature of

118 For directly authenticated Arabic translations of Zosimus, see Hallum 2008: ch. 4. On the

Syriac versions of Zosimus and Pseudo-Democritus, see Martelli 2013 and 2014. In the tenth

chapter of his Fihrist, Ibn al-Nadim (d. 385/995 or 388/998) lists several works attributed to other
Greek authorities such as Hermes, Agathodaimon, Stephanus, Heraclius, Maria, Cleopatra, and

Ostanes, though it is still unclear how many of these derived from Greek originals and which were
original Arabic pseudepigraphs; see Hallum 2008:25-26. For unedited Arabic works attributed to
these authors, see Sezgin 1971: 31-44, 47-48, 51-54, 70-73,107-110.
119 This stands in contrast to the numerous Greek texts from other disciplines (e.g., medicine and

logic) whose translation into Arabic is well-documented. It is possible that Greek alchemical works

were among those translated into Arabic in the 8 and 9th centuries, particularly as the Abbasid

caliph al-Mansür was said in later sources to have been interested in the "Art"; Gutas 1998:115-116;
Strohmaier 1989 and 1991. However, such secondary accounts tell us little about the actual date
and circumstances of these translations. On this issue, see Ullmann 1972:148.

120 CFMM 554, 76, USJ 252, fol. 2v; Gotha A 85, fol. 2r.

121 CFMM 554, 86v, USJ 252, fol. 7v; Gotha A 85, fol. 5r.

122 In his Fihrist, Ibn al-Nadim mentions that Ibn Wahshiyya (d. 318/930-931) wrote on cryptographs

used in sorcery (sihr) and alchemy; Ibn al-Nadim 2014: vol. 1, 460-461 (text); Flick 1951

(trans.): 106 (trans.). These are not to be confused with a work erroneously attributed to Ibn
Wahshiyya entitled Shawq al-mustahäm ft ma'rifat rumüz al-aqläm, which attempts to decipher
Egyptian hieroglyphs. Furthermore, the Mamluk-era alchemist 'Izz al-Din Aydamir al-Jildak!
devised alphabets he variously (and spuriously) called "Syriac," "Greek," "Hebrew," "Frankish,"
"Himyaritic," "Babylonian," and "Magian"; see Ullmann 1972: 2-4.
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these texts and to lend them an air of venerability and authoritativeness.123 Most

notably, the Sirr al-asrär purports to have been translated from Byzantine Greek

(rümiyya) to Arabic by Yühannä ibn Bitrïq (d. 806) for the Abbasid caliph al-
Mansür124—a claim that is widely accepted as a literary fiction.125 Similarly, the
Dhakhlrat al-Iskandar is said to have been translated from an original written in
Ancient and Byzantine Greek (ba'duhä bi-l-yünäniyya wa-ba'duhä bi-l-rümiyya)
under the caliph al-Mu'tasim bi-Lläh (r. 218/833-227/842), who is said to have

discovered it in a monastery in Amorium126—an attribution that is once again
understood to be fictive.127 We encounter the same pastiche in pseudo-epigraphic
works on non-occult subjects. For instance, a treatise on warcraft attributed to
Alexander the Great is said to have been translated from Greek into Arabic after

being discovered in a catacomb in Alexandria but was in fact authored by the
Mamluk general and tactician Muhammad ibn Manjlï (d. 784/1382).128

Thus, by asserting the Epistle's ancient Greek and Syriac origins, 'Abdishö'

may have been employing a commonplace in Arabic pseudoepigraphy. Far more
work remains to be done to test this hypothesis. However, since so many of
'Abdlshô"s claims discussed so far stretch credulity, they must necessarily be

considered in light of topoi common to the genre. To be sure, pseudoepigraphy and

pseudonymity were also features of late antique Greek alchemical literature. As in
the Arabic tradition, the Greek alchemical corpus contains works attributed to
historical and legendary figures such as Democritus, Hermes, Ostanes, Agatho-
daimon, Cleopatra, and Mary the Jewess.129 However, 'Abdishö"s attribution of
Greek origins to the Epistle, together with his peculiar claim that the text was
written in a cryptic Syriac script, seem more in keeping with Arabic conventions of
occult scientific writing. As we shall see in the following section, the alchemical

content of the Epistle is further suggestive of an Islamicate rather than Greek

background.

123 On this motif in Arabic alchemical writing, see Ruska 1926: 68-79; Ullmann 1972: 166-167;

Forster 2006: 52 and 2016:16-17.

124 Pseudo-Aristotle 1954: 69.

125 Forster 2006: 50-54.
126 N.Y., Ms Or 276, fol. 3v-4r, available online at https://archive.org/details/ldpd_14230896_
000/mode/2up (last accessed: 12 March 2020). See also Pseudo-Aristotle 1999 for a facsimile

edition and Portuguese translation of a manuscript from the El Escorial collection.

127 On the dating and fictional character of Dhakhlrat al-Iskandar, see Ruska 1926: 67-68;
Ullmann 1972: 376-377; Alfonso-Goldfarb and Abou Chahla Jubran 2008:100-102.
128 Ibn Manjli 2000:16: wujida fi dimäs bi-l-Iskandariyya bayna hajarayn mutbaqayn ahaduhumä

'alä l-äkhar maktüb bi-l-yunâniyya fa-turjima bi-l-'arabiyya.
129 Merianos 2017:235. As far as I am aware, no surviving Greek work of alchemy purports to have

been authored by Aristotle.
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4 Disclosing the art: the alchemy of the Epistle
and its Islamicate background

Many of the theories and procedures laid out in the Epistle derive from mediaeval
Arabic rather than late antique Graeco-Syriac forms of alchemy, thereby
suggesting that the author was working from a current knowledge of the discipline,
despite presenting his work as an ancient translation. More importantly to this

study, the Epistle expounds these principles in a clear and concise manner,
without recourse to encoded language. As such, the Epistle marks itself out as a

comprehensive and accessible primer on the making of the Philosophers' Stone.

Indeed, the narrative form of the text lends itself well to the task. As observed

above, Alexander's letter to Aristotle begins with the former's discovery in India of
two "medicines," each with the power of transmuting base metals into gold and
silver.130 Wishing to learn more about the inner workings of these transmuting
agents, Alexander requests information about their composition. The Stagirite
responds with a comprehensive treatise expounding the basic principles of
alchemy, its instruments, operations, and the making of the elixir. What marks this
treatise out, however, is the fact that Aristotle makes clear that he will avoid the

customary practice of using encoded language (kharajtu fi dhälika 'an ta'âmul al-

faläsifa), since he is unable to instruct Alexander in person (idh kunta ba'idan
'anni).131 We shall examine the significance of this narrative frame in the following
section, particularly where issues of concealment and disclosure are concerned.
For now, it is necessary to take note of the ways in which the Epistle makes its
disclosure of some key alchemical doctrines and their unmistakably Islamo-Arabic
context. In particular, I will examine the Epistle's theory of metals; its discourse on
animal substances; its section on distillation; and its recipe for a sealing lute
known as the "Clay of Wisdom."

The Epistle's discourse on the making of the elixir begins in earnest in a
discussion of mineral generation. The nucleus of this theory comes from Aristotle's
Meteorologica, which holds that the heat of the sun causes the earth to give off
exhalations of two kinds: vaporous exhalation derived from the earth's moistness,
and a dry, smoky exhalation derived from the earth's heat and dryness. The
interactions of these two exhalations with heat or cold leads to the composition of

130 CFMM 554, p. 86-89; USI 252, fol. 8v-12r; Gotha A 85, fol. 6v-8r.
131 CFMM 554, p. 105; USI 252, fol. 16r; Gotha A 85, fol. lOv.
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minerals, each of which has water-like and earth-like qualities, the former

resulting in the fusibility of substances and the latter giving substances their
solidity.132 It was not uncommon for late antique Greek alchemists to liken the
reactive vapours to the exhalations described by Aristotle. Olympiodorus (6th

century) compares humid vapours produced by sublimation to those in
subterranean caverns, though he does not explicitly reference Aristotle's doctrine.133

Stephanus of Alexandria (6/7th century), in his sixth "lecture" (npcdjic;), writes that
the moist and dry exhalations produced beneath the earth are the material cause of
all things (ùàlkù koù aÏTta ttöcvtcov), the former producing an airy substance (uAq

àépog), the latter a fiery substance (uAq nupog).134 It is important to note here that
Aristotle never conceived of his theory of metalogenesis as an explanation for
transmutation. The Stagirite merely states that exhalations generate metals of
various active and passive qualities according to certain proportions. He does not
state that these processes can be recreated through artifice in order to bring about

changes in the very substance of metals.135 Rather, alchemists sought to ground
their laboratory practices in cosmological schemes derived from the

Meteorological, often with recourse to theories of micro- and macrocosm.136

Similarly inspired by Aristotle's Meteorologica, the Epistle begins its theory of
metalogenesis with an account of exhalations beneath the earth. But unlike the
Greek alchemists discussed above, the author of the Epistle places this theory
directly into the mouth of Aristotle himself:
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132 For succinct summaries, see Eichholtz 1949; Multhauf 1966; Norris 2006: 44-46; Principe
2013; 35-37.
133 On the Sacred Art (Berthelot/Ruelle 1887-1888: part 2, 84-85 [text], 91 [trans.]. See also Viano

1996:197; Fraser 2018: 729.

134 Stephanus of Alexandria 2013:187, VI, 17-19. See also Viano 1996:197.

135 Eichholz 1949:142, n. 1.

136 See Papathanassiou 1990: 126, who considers Stephanus of Alexandria's theory of exhalations

in light of correspondences between operational alchemy and naturally occurring
phenomena in the cosmos.

137 ^=oi_5 (i.e., durüban) in CFMM 554.
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The movement of the sphere is the reason and cause for the existence of composition in the

elemental world. Composition occurs to them (seil, the elements) in accordance with their
active and passive qualities (bi-hasab fä'ilätihä wa-munfa'ilätihä), which we have explained
in our book, the Physics.138 Thus, composition occurs to a generable (mutakawwan) according
to the measure of movement and quantity of the elements' effect. For this reason, composite

genera are divided into species. Just as the genus of animal is divided into species through
variations in time and movement and the addition of some elements and the subtraction of
others—so too, for this same reason, are minerals divided into species. For the light of the sun
creates heat by the reflection of its rays, and heat's nature produces vapour (bukhâr) from
moistness and smoke (dukhân) from dryness. When the vapour and smoke mix inside the

earth according to various mixtures differing in quantity and quality, mineral bodies are

generated. If vapour is dominant, then mercury, rasäs139 crystal, and other translucent
substances are generated. If smoke is dominant, then salt, vitriol, and sulphur is generated.
From the mixture and co-mingling of these with one another through different times,
essences (a'yän), and measures, earth substances are generated like gold, silver, copper, lead,
and iron. The first that is connected to the vapour and smoke on the surface of subterranean

caverns (ma'âdin) is an oily substance (shay' shabih bi-l-duhn). Subsequently, it coagulates

according to the active quality of the heat and cold within it and the passive quality of
moistness and dryness from it.140

The above passage, though purporting to be a summary of Aristotle's minerology,
differs from the Meteorologica in important respects. According to the authentic
Aristotle, metals (id peTaAAeuopeva) such as gold—along with iron and copper-
are formed from moist exhalations in the earth. Meanwhile, dry exhalations are the

cause of "fossiles" (tù ôpuKitx), that is, stones that cannot be melted, such as

realgar, ochre, ruddle, sulphur, and cinnabar.141 The above passage, however,

138 The term used here is al-samä' al-tabVi, literally "natural audition," from the Greek OuaiKq
àKpôaaic;, reflecting the commonly held idea that Aristotle's Meteorologica was a continuation of
his Physics.

139 The word rasäs can often mean "lead". However, further on in this passage, the author
informs us that lead (also rasäs) is one of the fusible bodies produced through the mixing of fine
and dry substances (which in turn are produced by smoky and vaporous exhalations). Moreover, in
some mediaeval Arabic alchemical texts, rasas is synonymous with änuk, meaning "tin", along
with the term abär (El-Eswed 2002:141). However, later in the Epistle, tin (änuk) is treated as a

separate kind of fusible. It is likely that rasäs here denotes a kind of pre-mined substance that is

plumbous in nature but not necessarily lead. One possibility is litharge (more commonly referred

to as martak or murdarsanj), a lead oxide that is lighter in colour and more diaphanous than pure
lead (El-Eswed 2002:148-149).
140 CFMM 554, p. 106-108; USJ 252, fol. 18r-19r; Gotha A 85, fol. llv-12r.
141 Eichholz 1949: 143-144.
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attributes to vapour the formation of "translucent" (mushaffa) substances such as

mercury, whereas sulphur, among others, is the result of smoke. Missing from the

Meteorologica's account, but very much present in the above passage, is the idea
that when these two types of substances mix, they form "earth substances" (al-

ajsdm al-ardiyya), such as gold and silver.

What is arguably alluded to in the Epistle is the mercury-sulphur theory of
metals—a theory advanced by mediaeval alchemists working within the context
of Islamicate science. Arabic alchemists identified moist exhalations with the

production of mercury and dry exhalations with the production of sulphur, each

ofwhich coagulate to produce various metals according to various measures. We

encounter this scheme in the Sirr al-khaliqa ("Secret of Creation") attributed to

Apollonius of Tyana but most likely an 8th or 9th century composition. In this
work, fusible bodies (al-ajsäd al-dhâ'iba) are said to begin their formation when

mercury meets sulphur beneath the earth.142 Variations in the quality and
proportion of their mixture lead to the emergence of the seven principal metals,

namely lead, tin, copper, iron, quicksilver, gold, and silver.143 The earliest

systematic adaptation of this theory of metallogenesis to alchemy is in the Kitäb
al-!däh (Book ofElucidation) of the Jäbirian corpus. Here, the author states that
pre-mined metals are composed of various degrees of mercury and sulphur
which intermingle and coagulate to produce various metals according to
alterations of cold moisture and dry heat during their generation. Those metals

produced from the most refined and balanced combinations of sulphur produce
gold and those of mercury produce silver, while the wrong ratio of each produces
baser metals.144

142 Balinüs 1979: 246-269.

143 Balinüs 1979: 249: "I say also of lead, tin, iron, copper, silver, and gold that, that they are
formed in their mines from mercury and sulphur. Thus, these bodies are formed by measure of their
place and accidents according to their variation" (aqülu aydan 'alä l-abâr wa-l-änuk wa-l-hadid wa-
l-nuhäs wa-l-fidda wa-l-dhahab innamä känatfi ma 'ädinihä min al-zi'baq wa-l-kibrït fa-bi-qadr al-

makän wa-l- 'arid känat hädhihi l-ajsäd 'alä khtiläfihä). Earlier in this work, the seven fusible bodies

are associated with the seven planets (Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, Venus, the Moon, the Sun, and

Mercury); Balinüs 1979: 228-242. For echoes of Aristotle's Meteorologica in this work, see Kraus

1942-1943: vol. 2, 270-303; Travaglia 2002. The Sirr al-khaliqa incorporates an Arabic translation
of Nemesius' De Natura hominis (composed ca. 400 CE), though this section does not include
theories of metal formation. On the dating of the Sirr al-khaliqa, see Haq 1994: 29-30.

144 Kitäb al-Idäh (Jäbir 1928: 54), translated and discussed in Holmyard 1923: 56 and Principe
2013: 35. For a useful summary of this theory in the Jäbirian corpus, see Norris 2006: 46-49.

Holmyard notes that Jäbir did not understand the mercury-sulphur theory in a literal sense, since

he knew that mercury combined with sulphur produces cinnabar (i.e., mercury sulphide). Rather,
" [t]he sulphur and mercury composing metals were [... ] not the substances known by those names,
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Of further importance is that the Epistle's account of metal formation seems to

derive from later mediaeval discussions. In the meteorological section of his
influential Kitäb al-Shifâ', Avicenna accepted earlier accounts of the sulphur-mercury
theory.145 Several later Arabic and Syriac philosophical compendia also took up
some form of this theory. Many of these were intended as summaries of—as well as

developments on—Avicenna's philosophy and include works by Muslim authors
such as Fakhr al-Din al-Räzi (d. 606/1210), Abü 1-Barakät al-Baghdâdi (d. 560/
1165), Athir al-DIn al-Abhari (d. between 660/1263 and 663/1265), and Christian
authors such as Barhebraeus.146 The theory even occurs in the 'Ajä 'ib al-makhlüqät
wa-gharä'ib al-mawjüdät, a famous work on natural wonders by Zakariyyä' al-

Qazwîni (d. d. 682/1283).147 However, many of these works make an important
addition to Avicenna's account of mineral formation: Prior to describing mercury's
mixing with sulphur, moist and dry vapours are said to give rise to mercury and

sulphur (among other related substances).148 It is in the context of these later

expositions that the Epistle outlines its cosmology. This can be observed from

striking correspondences between the Epistle's discussion of mineral formation
and that of two philosophical compendia by al-Abhari:

but hypothetical substances to which ordinary sulphur and mercury formed the closest available

approximations" (Holmyard 1957: 73; see also Holmyard 1923: 56).

145 Kitäb al-Shifä': al-Fann al-khämis min al-tabi'iyyätfîal-äthär al-'ulwiyya (Avicenna 1927: 38-
40 [trans.], 84-85 [text]. However, as mentioned above, Avicenna expressly rejects the possibility
of artificially recreating such processes.
146 Al-Räzi 1411/1990-1991: "These [fusible] bodies emerge from the mixing of mercury with
sulphur" (hädhihi l-ajsäd innamä takünu 'inda khtilät al-zi'baq bi-l-kibrit); al-Baghdädi 1415/1996:

vol 3,230: "Mercury is the element of fusible bodies, which they say are generated from it and differ
according to the difference in the mercury itself and that of [the sulphur] mixing with it that sets it"
(al-zi'baq huwa l- 'unsurli-l-muntariqätyaqülüna innahä tatakawwanu 'anhu wa-takhtalifu bi-hasab

ikhtiläf al-zi'baq ft nafsihi wa-khtiläf mä yukhälituhu mimmä yu'aqqiduhu)-, al-Abhari 1998: 446:

"The seven [fusible] bodies are generated from the mixing of mercury and sulphur" (al-ajsäm al-
sab'a innamä yatawalladu min ikhtilät al-zi'baq wa-l-kibrit). At the end of his mineralogy,
Barhebraeus 2004:104 (text), 105 (trans) states: "The parents of fusible metals, therefore, are mercury
and sulphur" ('abähay mahtä'liqü metparsäne 'ärä ziwag w-kebritä 'ennön).
147 Qazwini 2000:173 repeats verbatim al-Abhari's Statement that all fusible bodies are formed of

mercury and sulphur, with the addition: "according to difference[s] in quantity and quality" {'aid
khtiläffi l-kamm wa-l-kayf).
148 See Lettinck 1999: 304-309 for examples from al-Baghdädi and Fakhr al-Din al-Räzi.
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al-Abharï, Hidâyat al-hikma
(al-Abharî 2008:179)
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The vapour and smoke in the

earth, if they are not much, mix

according to various mixtures

differing in quantity and quality,

and so earth bodies are

generated from them. If vapor
overcomes [smoke], then jade,

crystal, mercury, rasäs, and

other translucent substances

are generated. If smoke dominates

[vapour], then salt,
vitriol, and sal ammoniac are

generated. Then, from the

mixture of these with one

another, earth bodies are

generated like gold and silver.

al-AbharT, Zubdat al-Asrär
(Pococke 107, 212v-213r)
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The vapour and smoke in the

earth, if they are not much, mix

according to various mixtures

differing in quality and quantity,

and so mineral bodies are

generated from them. If vapor
overcomes [smoke], then jade,
crystal, mercury, rasâs and

other translucent substances

are generated. If smoke dominates

[vapour], then salt,
vitriol, sulphur, and sal

ammoniac are generated.
Then, from the mixture of these

with one another, earth bodies

are generated like gold, silver,

tin, copper, and iron.

Ps.-Aristotle, at-Risäla fi l-
sinâ'a (see previously cited

passage)
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If vapour and smoke mix in the
bottom of the earth according
to various mixtures differing in

quantity and quality, mineral
bodies are generated. If the

smoke is dominant, mercury,
rasas, crystal, and other
translucent substances are

generated. If smoke is dominant,

salt, vitriol, and sulphur
are generated. From the

mixture and co-mingling of
these with one another through
different times, essences, and

measures, earth substances

are generated like gold, silver,

copper, lead, and iron.

Thus, in line with the Arabic minerological tradition, the Epistle takes its

starting point from a theory of mineral formation inspired by Aristotle's Meteor-

ologica, extrapolating from it the notion that all metals are formed from the

admixture of translucent and dry substances. As we shall see in the following
chapter, the author of the Epistle conceives of these two constituent substances in
metals (and in the elixir) as approximating mercury and sulphur. Of course, one

might consider whether the Epistle was the older source from which later authors

like al-Abharl derived their accounts of mineral formation. However, as we have

already observed, 'Abdishö' suggests that he was the first to translate the Epistle
into Arabic. Whether or not we choose to believe his claim, we should note that
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'Abdishö"s floruit was much later than that of al-Abharl. As such, it is rather

unlikely that al-Abhari, or any other post-Avicennan Muslim thinker, derived their
mineralogy from an untranslated Syriac work. Instead, we should see the Epistle's

theory of metal formation as part of a long tradition of invoking a modified Aris-
totelianism in support of alchemy, though the author appears to do this through a

later mediaeval textual tradition.
Further indicative of the Epistle's Arabo-Islamic context is its discussion of

"animal," or organic, substances used in the preparation of the elixir. The use

of organic (rather than mineral) substances was a feature of the earliest Graeco-

Egyptian alchemy. For example, one 3rd century papyrus contains a recipe for
a tincturing substance known as "water of sulphur" which involves adding
vinegar or the urine of a youth with lime and sulphur.149 Similarly, Zosimus of
Panopolis mentions that "water of sulphur" is known by many names such as

castor oil, radish oil, balsam oil, and milk produced by a woman bearing male
children.150 Moreover, the Chemistry of Moses contains three recipes for distilling
water from eggs.151 However, one also encounters a certain ambivalence towards
the use of non-mineral substances in late antique Greek alchemical discourse. The

author of the Chemistry of Moses, for instance, mentions the scepticism of certain

practitioners towards organic liquid washes, though he himself recommends their
use.152 Much of this scepticism arose from questions about how to interpret the

writings of older authorities. In his discussion of plant juices mentioned by
Pseudo-Democritus, Zosimus considers the possibility that these were in fact
references to the solutions of mineral substances.153 Similarly, Synesius (4th

century) believed Pseudo-Democritus's references to plant matter were little more
than riddles signifying mineral products.154

In mediaeval Arabic alchemical discourse, one encounters a much less

equivocal attitude towards the use of non-mineral substances. Historians of
science often credit to Arabic alchemy the realisation that animal and vegetal
rather than mineral substances were best suited to the making of the Philosophers'

Stone.155 The earliest and clearest articulation of this comes from the

149 P. Leid. X. 87, cited and discussed in Martell 2009: 8.

150 On Divine Water (Berthelot/Ruelle 1887-1888: part 3, 184 [text], 182 [trans.]). See also
discussion in Martelli 2009: 9-10.
151 The Chemistry ofMoses (Berthelot/Ruelle 1887-1888: part 4, 303 [text], 290-291 [trans.]).
152 The Chemistry ofMoses (Berthelot/Ruelle 1887-1888: part 4, 305 [text], 293 [trans.]).
153 On Divine Water (Berthelot/Ruelle 1887-1888: part 3,184-185 [text], 181-182 [trans.). See also

discussion in Martelli 2013: 238, n. 2.

154 The Philosopher Synesius to Dioscorus: Notes on Democritus' Book (Martelli 2013:124-125).
155 See, for example, Haq 1994:228: "[Hjistorians of alchemy are united in their observation that,
notwithstanding ancient China, it was the Arabs who introduced plant and animal substances into
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Jäbirian corpus. Although the author usually alludes to the precise animal
substances through Decknamen,156 he nevertheless insists that it is these rather than
mineral substances that are crucial to the preparation of the "Great Work."157

Elsewhere in the Jäbirian corpus, the author explains why exactly animal substances

are preferable. Resting his authority on words attributed to Socrates, he states that
animal and vegetal plant bodies cannot be ground or stretched and are thus easier to

separate from their moisture or spirits when exposed to fire (idhä ghasabathu al-när

iftaraqat arwähuhä 'an ajsâdihâ), in much the same way that earth mixed with water
is separated (bi-manzilat al-turäb qad jama 'a ilä md'). The spirits of minerals, on the
other hand, are far harder to extract because their moistness and dryness are more

widely spread throughout their bodies; therefore, when a mineral body is liquified,
its spirits form part of its liquified mass.158

Later Arabic alchemists continued to emphasise the importance of animal
stones but, unlike Jäbir ibn Hayyän, were not averse to clearly indicating their
names. Abü Bakr al-Räzi (d. 313/925 or 323/932) and the encyclopaedist Muhammad

ibn Ahmad al-Khwärizml (fl. late 10th century) mention that, according to the

sages (al-hukamd'), the animal "stones" used in the making of the elixir are hair,
crania, brains, gall, blood, milk, urine, eggs, mother-of-pearl, and horn.159 The

same ten animal substances listed by al-Räzi and al-Khwärizml also occur in the

Epistle, which mentions them in ways that suggests a reliance on earlier Arabic
works:

the repertoire of alchemy"; Principe 2013; 39-40: "Jäbir's theory of elixirs is novel and original.
Because his elixirs are simply combinations of the four qualities in the right proportions, they can
be prepared from virtually anything, because hot, cold, wet, and dry exist in all material
substances. This idea stands in stark contrast to the Greek authors who claim that the greatest secret in
alchemy is discovering the correct substance from which the transmuting agent is to be made, and
who generally stipulate that it is something in the mineral realm." These statements require some
modification. While earlier Greek chemists certainly did employ animal and plant substances,

there was a considerable amount of discussion regarding their efficacy (as mentioned above).

Nevertheless, the near unanimous insistence on their efficacy does not become a feature of

alchemy until the Abbasid period.
156 See, for example, Jäbir's first ten treatises which deal with the use of animal substances

(referred to as "stones," ahjär) in the preparation of the elixir. In the first of these, entitled Kitäb al-

Lähüt (Book of Divinity), Jäbir states that he will only "allude to the animal "stone" with what is

proximate according to man" (narmuzuhu bi-mä yaqmbu 'alä l-insân); Jäbir 1988: 10 (text); Jäbir
1983:102 (trans.).
157 On the prime importance of animal substances, see Kitäb al-Ustuqus al-uss al-awwal (Jäbir

1928): 64-69.
158 Kitäb al-tajnd (Jäbir 1928:129-130).

159 al-Räzi 1964: 7 (text), Ruska 1937: 92 (trans.); al-Khwärizmi 1984: 284.
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al-RäzT, Kitâb al-Asrär (al-RäzT

1964: 7)
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As for animal medicaments, the

philosophers worked elixirs
from them and alluded to them

and referred to them by codes.

They are ten stones: Hair, crania,

brains, gall, blood, milk,
urine, eggs, mother-of-pearl,
and horns, which is the greatest
of them.

al-Khwärizml, MafätTh

al-'ulüm (al-Khwârizmî
1984: 284)
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The stone, according to them,
is the thing from which the art

comes, I mean that the elixir is

made from it. It is of two types:
animal and mineral, the most
excellent being the animal. Its

types are: Hair, blood, urine,

eggs, gall, brains, crania,

mother-of-pearl and horn. The

best of all of these is human

hair, then eggs.

Pseudo-Aristotle, Epistle on

Alchemy (CFMM 540, p.

133-134; US) 252, fol.

32r-32v; missing in Gotha A 85)
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You already know that animal

stones from which the elixir is

made are, according to the wise

philosophers, ten: Hair, brains,

eggs, gall, crania, horns, blood,
milk, urine, and mother-of-

pearl.

It is important to stress once again that Arabic alchemists were not the first to

employ organic materials in métallurgie and alchemical practices. However, I am
aware of no earlier, late antique Greek text in which all ten of the above products are

stipulated for the making of elixirs. Nor were earlier Graeco-Egyptian and Byzantine
alchemists in the habit of referring to these products as "animal stones." The

occurrence of these ten in the Epistle, therefore, suggest a much later composition.
Connected to the enumeration of "animal stones" is the Epistle's discussion of

distillation. In its section on this procedure, the author of the Epistle relates that
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animal stones in their entirety are preferable to all other mineral substances (ma'diniyyât).
Extracting (ittikhädh) the elixir from them is only possible through distillation, which is a
famous craft (sinä'a mashhüra) popularised by manufacturers of rosewater (sinä'a mashhüra
ashharahâ sunnä' al-mäward).161

160 (i.e. ittihäd) in CFFM 554 and USJ 252.

161 CFMM 554, p. 133-134; USJ 252, fol. 32r-32v (omitted in Gotha A 85).
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Once again, it is possible to connect this statement with earlier Arabic discussions.
To my knowledge, no late antique alchemist makes the connection between
distillation and rosewater-making. However, the association is common in mediaeval

Arabic writings on the topic. For example, Abu Bakr al-Räz! states that the

cucurbit and alembic are instruments used in the making of rosewater (al-qar'a wa-

l-anblq mâ yu'malu fîhi l-mâward),162 while Khwärizml tells us that distillation is

like the making of rosewater (al-taqtir huwa mithlu san'at mä' al-ward.).163 The

earliest known recipe for rose distillation was composed by the Baghdad Aristotelian

al-Kindl (d. c. 256/870).164 Indeed, it was during the first two Abbasid
centuries that the manufacture and trade in rose distillates first became widespread.165

Prior to that, aromatic and medicinal substances extracted from roses tended to be

by decoction rather than distillation. It was not until the Middle Ages that

Byzantine writers began speaking of rosewater as a distillate used in medicinal and

ceremonial contexts, often with the Arabo-Persian variety in mind.166 Rose

distillation is not explicitly mentioned in Byzantine alchemical contexts until the

Middle Ages, such as we find in one treatise on chrysopoeia by Nicephorus

162 al-Räzi 1927: 414 (text), 362 (trans.).

163 al-Khwârizmi 1984: 283.

164 See Inoue 2017: 89-90. Al-Kindl is said in later sources to have been a critic of alchemy, thus

making it unlikely that he considered distillation as alchemical per se. On this point, see Inoue
2017: 80.

165 Istakhri (fl. c. 340/951), Ibn Hawqal (d. after 367/978), al-Muqaddasî (d. d. c. 380/990), and al-

Tha'âlibï (d. 429/1038) report that the province of Färs sent an annual kharäj of 27 million dirhams
to the court of al-Ma'mün (r. 197-198/813-218/833), a portion of which consisted of 30,000 phials
of distilled rose extract; see Holmyard 1957:49; A'lam 2001: 58-59.
166 Regarding perfume-making practices in the Hellenistic and Roman world, Brun 2000: 277

points out: "[Although the ancients empirically understood distillation principles, they had not

yet discovered distilled alcohol and mainly used glycerides to fix fragrances." For an example ofan
undistilled rose oil (pôôivoç) used in 6th-century ophthalmology, see Aëtius of Amida 2000:31,33,
57, 91,119.1 am grateful to Matteo Martelli for this reference. As for the term poSocrraYpa, Forbes

1948:28 observes: "The manufacturing of perfumes was continued in the old way. When the texts

speak of 'oil of roses', they mean decoctions but not distillates. Only in Byzantine texts of the tenth

century and later a 'rodostagma' (oil of roses) is mentioned which is distilled from rose leaves in
cucurbits. Such is the oil of roses of Constantine Porphyrogenetes and Theophanes Nonnus and

Nicephorus [Blemmydes] (thirteenth century). This distilled oil was probably a product the

manufacture of which was learned from the Arabs, from which was meant Persia." Another term

for rosewater in Byzantine Greek was ÇouAàmv, from the Persian golâb/Arabic juläb; see Hem-

merdinger 1969:26, citing the Oneirocritikon ofAchmet (ca. 843-1075) and Parisinus gr. 2,239 (13th-

century).
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Blemmydes, a 13th-century author and thus an unlikely source of inspiration for
the Epistle.167

Further suggestive of the Epistle's Islamicate background is its method of
distillation. Another advance made by the Jäbirian corpus was the process of
fractional distillation. Central here is the premise that each of the four elements are

subject to separation (tafsil). This is done by first distilling an organic body's water,
air, earth, and fire. According to this scheme, the water corresponds to an organic
product's liquid; the air corresponds to its grease (duhn); the fire corresponds to its
red residue (humra) and tincture (sibgh); and its earth corresponds to its black
sediment (sawäd) and body (jasad).168 To my knowledge, no late antique Greek

source speaks of this method of elemental (or fractional) distillation.169 Rather, the

concept emerges in Byzantine alchemy some centuries after the formation of the

Jäbirian corpus. One mediaeval Byzantine treatise known as the Work of the Four
Elements (ca. 12th century) has been shown by Andrée Colinet to draw on Jäbirian
notions fractional distillation.170 A work similarly inspired by Arabic alchemy
(possibly via Latin translations) appears in a later Byzantine text known as the

Anonymous Zuretti (c. 1300), which outlines a procedure for elemental separation.171

ft is against this background of Jäbirian alchemy that the Epistle sets out its
method of distillation. The author begins by reiterating the principle that organic
substances, or "animal stones," are better suited because only water can be

distilled from "mineral stones" (al-ahjär al-ma'diniyya lä yuqtaru minhâ siwâ
l-md').172 But with an "animal stone," one can first separate its liquid and then the

grease (al-duhn), because the latter is more resistant to fire (li-annahu asbar wa-
athbat). After repeated distillations, the water is purified, or "whitened" (ibyadda),

167 For example, Nicephorus instructs his reader to draw out the contents of the alembic like
rosewater (àvàcma toûto tug poSôaraypa); On Gold-Making with Eggs (Berthelot/Ruelle 1887-
1888: part 6, 453 [text], 424 [trans]). See also previous note. Prior to this, in the 7th century,
Stephanus of Alexandria mentions the use of poôivoç in the treatment of copper. As Taylor 1938:

47, n. 94 observes, "[t]his is presumably olive-oil scented with roses, not a distilled product."
168 Kitäb al-Thaläthin kalima (Jäbir 1988:41); Tafsïr Kitäb al-Ustuqus (Jäbir 1928:108-109). For
other examples from the Jäbirian corpus, see Kraus 1943-1943: vol. 2, 5.

169 Although one finds instances of egg distillation in early alchemy, there is no indication that
such processes were fractional; see examples in The Chemistry ofMoses (Berthelot/Ruelle 1887-
1888: part 4, 303 [text], 290-291 [trans.]) and a 7/8th-century alchemist known as Christianus
(Berthelot 1887-1888: part 6, 406 [text], 391 [trans.]). In both cases, the water is the object of
separation rather than all four of the elements. On this point, see Colinet 2000:171.
170 Colinet 2000: 169-172. For the Work of the Four Elements, see Berthelot/Ruelle 1887-1888:

part 5, 337-342 (text), 322-327 (trans.). For other contacts between Byzantine and Islamicate

alchemy, see Mavroudi 2002: 400-403.
171 Colinet 2002: 9, 243, no. 40.
172 CFMM 554, p. 134; USJ 252, 32v-33r; Gotha A, 17v.
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until its tincture (sibghuhu) is extracted. First its black residue (sawâd) is said to

come out, followed by the separation of its red residue (humratuhu) or tincture.173

Note here that the four parts of the "stone" are not referred to by their elements but
by their specific names (i.e., "liquid," "grease," "black sediment," and "red
residue"). Nevertheless, the fractional sequence of this process makes clear that the
four elements are implied.

In addition to theory, the Epistle also appears indebted to various chemical

operations developed by previous generations ofArabic alchemists. One of these is

the process of lutation, a method of coating pots to protect them from fire, sealing
vessels, and joining parts of apparatuses.174 The earliest recipe for this occurs in
the Greek works of Zosimus.175 According to Zosimus, the lute is made from flour,
water, oil mixed with gypsum, propolis, or boiled lime. The same author
recommends coating a terracotta vessel with a clay called a 'refractory.'176 However, a

very a different method of lutation emerges among Arabic writers. In his recipe for

"Clay of Wisdom" (tin al-hikma) or "Philosophers' Clay" (tin al-hukamä'), al-Râzi

stipulates the use of "free clay" (al-tin al-hurr, i.e., clay free from sand and stones),

flour, rice bran, goat's hair, and manure, in a process involving repeatedly
straining the clay through hair sieves and pulverising it.177 The same recipe occurs

in a Garshünl text preserved in two mediaeval manuscripts published by Marcellin
Berthelot and Rubens Duval in 1893.178 In another recipe, al-Räzi prescribes a

similar set of ingredients, though instead of manure we find salt, charcoal, and
ash.179 A very similar recipe for "Clay of Wisdom" (aotptOTiKÖq nqAoq) occurs in the

in the late Byzantine treatise known as the Anonymous Zuretti—a work which, as

noted earlier, owes no small debt to Arabo-Latin sources.180 The Epistle's account
of "Philosophers' Clay" can also be situated within similar currents of alchemical

practice:
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173 CFMM 554, p. 134-135; USJ 252, 32v-33r; Gotha A, 17v-18r.

174 For this definition, see Thomas 2013: 249-250.

175 Thomas 2013:250-251. In some instances, Zosimus credits the invention of luting to an earlier

Egyptian alchemist known as Mary the Jew; see Patai 1982:178.

176 Thomas 2013: 251.

177 al-Räzi 1964:10 (text), Ruska 1937: 96 (trans.).

178 Berthelot/Duval 1893: 68 (text), 152 (trans.). See also a similar, though briefer, description of

"Clay of Wisdom" by al-Khwärizmi 1984: 284.

179 al-Râzi 1927: 414-415 (text), 356 (trans.).

180 Colinet 2002: 65-66. Here, the author prescribes red or white clay, salt, hair, ash, and coals.
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The Clay of Wisdom is taken from viscous, fatty red clay, or white clay, that is free of stones. It
is ground into a paste, sifted, and kneaded in a sieve of fine hair in which rice brans have been

soaked. It is fermented for a day and night, then for every rati an ounce of broken and sifted

potshards is added, along with the same amount of assated salt (al-milh al-mashwi), oak

ashes, pulverised straw, ground charcoal, and chopped goat's hair. The whole thing is then

beaten thoroughly. This is the Clay of Wisdom with which you lute the intended pots, vials,
and clay vessels.181

Thus, it is clear is that the Epistle actively engages with principles rooted in Jäbirian
and Räzian traditions of alchemy. As such, we might consider two possibilities
regarding the authorship and Sitz im Leben of this work. Firstly, if we accept
'Abdishö"s claim that he translated the Epistle from a Syriac version, then it would

likely be the case that this Syriac work was a mediaeval composition influenced by
Arabo-Islamic models. If so, then we would have to discard the possibility of a

Greek Vorlage. Alternatively, 'Abdishö"s claim to have translated the work from an

ancient Syriac original could simply be a common literary topos (discussed in the

previous session). Also noteworthy is the fact that none of the Epistle's theories and

operations examined above rely on encoded language. Nevertheless, secrecy does

serve some function in the Epistle. As we shall see in the following section, Arabic
alchemists who flourished after Jäbir ihn Hayyän were increasingly prepared to
discuss alchemy more openly while acknowledging the need for secrecy in certain

cases.

5 The limits of disclosure: the Epistle's approach
on concealment

Although the Epistle does not make frequent use ofDecknamen, it does not do away
with encoded language entirely. Herein lies a paradox that has been noted by past
historians of esotericism. Most notably, Halbertal observed that in the 13th century
Jewish milieu "the boundaries of the esoteric began to be tested and cracked" as

intellectuals "felt it important to guard the esoteric while announcing its existence,
consequently revealing an unresolved tension between concealment and
exposure."182 Indeed, some three centuries earlier, Islamic authors were already
beginning to interrogate the boundaries of the esoteric while gesturing to its

importance.
We should first note that the boundaries of secrecy and disclosure were the

subject of much discussion among earlier alchemists. In one Pseudo-Democritan

181 CFMM 554, p. 128-129; USJ 252, 29v-30r; missing in Gotha A 85.

182 Halbertal 2007: 5.
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work, the author criticises contemporary practitioners who dismiss the cryptic
statements of the ancients as mere fables instead of dedicating themselves to
careful study.183 Elsewhere in this work, Pseudo-Democritus relates how his

teacher, Ostanes the Persian, died before his initiation. Wishing to know the secret

of "harmonising the natures," Pseudo-Democritus summons the shade of his

former master, only to be told that the "daimon does not permit it." The only
revelation that he receives is the enigmatic statement "nature delights in nature,
nature conquers nature, and nature rules over nature." As a result, Pseudo-

Democritus and his fellow initiates are nudged towards independent study.184

Similar concerns about daimonic intervention are expressed by Zosimus. In a

treatise addressed to Theosebeia, the Panopolitan attacks lazy alchemists for
seeking direct inspiration from daimonës and astrology instead of studying the

mysteries of the ancients.185 Yet one also finds in Zosimus certain misgivings about

encrypted language. Elsewhere in his oeuvre, he complains about the obscurity of
the ancients, which enables him to propose his own interpretations of older
authorities.186 Moreover, in a work preserved in Syriac, Zosimus expresses his
frustration at Egyptian priests who jealously guard the secret of ceration and the

treatment of plasters. Their use of symbols, he claims, has more to do with vanity
than a concern for proper technique.187 One encounters similar tensions in non-
occult contexts in ancient literature. For example, Plutarch (d. after 119) relates

that Alexander wrote to Aristotle during his campaign in Asia, castigating his

teacher for making his philosophical doctrines public. In response, Aristotle
explains that his teachings were both open and secret, since his Metaphysics was
written as an aide-mémoire for those already well-versed in the subject.188

In mediaeval Islamic alchemical literature, we encounter a different tension
towards secrecy and disclosure. The 10th-century alchemist Muhammad ibn

183 Physica et Mystica (Berthelot/Ruelle 1887-1888: part 2, 47 [text], 50-51 [trans.]). See also

discission in Fraser 2018: 736.

184 Physica et Mystica (Berthelot/Ruelle 1887-1888, part 2, 43 [text], 44-45 [trans.]). See also

discussion in Fraser 2018: 735-736.

185 On the Letter Omega (Zosimus of Panopolis 1995:1-2).
186 This theme is particularly well-developed in Zosimus's First Book of the Final Account (Fes-

tugière 1950: 363-368 [text], 275-282 [trans.]).

187 Book Six: On the Working of Copper (Berthelot/Duval 1893: 223-224).

188 Life of Alexander (Plutarch 2008: § 8). This letter is cited in a commentary on Dionysius of
Halicarnassus's Roman Antiquities by John Kanaboutzes (fl. 15th century) for the Genoese lord of
Ainos and Samothrace. In it, Kanaboutzes mentions the Plutarchian letter as an example of how

philosophy in general should be withheld from the masses. Later in this work, Kanaboutzes
discusses alchemy as a science fit for kings, but does not mention Alexander and Aristotle in this

context; see Sakarrafou/Merianos 2014: 87. On the identification of Kanaboutzes's Plutarchian

source, see Hinterberger 2002: 412-413, n. 28.
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Umayl, in his Hall al-rumüz ("Solution to Codes"), writes that the ancients spoke in
symbolic language to communicate wisdom to those who shared their moral
values (akhlâq). Yet he then goes on to lament the unwillingness of practitioners to

commit the necessary effort and resources to deciphering the symbols of the

ancients, thus leading them to approach their sayings with only a superficial
understanding oftheir meanings (ya'tamidu 'aid aqwälal-hukamd' al-zdhira). Among
these practitioners were those who believed themselves to have direct access to
divine secrets {sirr Allah al-maknün). This lack of diligence, explains Ibn Umayl, is

what compelled him to clarify these symbols.189 Another solution to alchemical

ciphers was produced by Maslama al-Qurtubî (d. 353/964), in a work entitled
Rutbat al-hakim ("The Rank of the Sage"), a companion volume to his better-

known magical grimoire entitled Ghäyat al-hakim ("Goal of the Sage"), or the

Picatrix as it became known in Latin translation.190 Like Ibn Umayl, al-Qurtubl
recognises both the value and the limitations of obfuscatory language. According
to him, ancient Greek authorities such as Zosimus employed an encoded language
that was understood by contemporaries. However, the Arabs of the age, not
knowing Greek, were incapable of fully comprehending their codes, and so al-

Qurtubi sets out to explain them. Moreover, al-Qurtubî not only views codes as an
obstacle to comprehension; he also believes them to be a threat to the very integrity
and public image of alchemy itself, citing contemporary critics who say that the
codes used by the ancients are empty and devoid of meaning (fârigha là ma'nâ
lahä). In order to demonstrate the veracity and utility of cyphers, al-Qurtubi sets

out to decode them.191 It appears that such criticisms of alchemy were not wholly
imagined; a later treatise entitled Risälat al-Iksir ("The Epistle on the Elixir")
attributed to Ibn Sinâ, a well-known refuter of the "Art," begins with the charge
that alchemical writing is all too often "devoid of analogical reasoning that is the
basis of every art" (khäliyatan 'an al-qiyäs alladhl huwa 'umdat kull sind'a), and
thus sets out to soberly and fair-mindedly assess the main arguments for and

against it.192 Thus, the benefits of secrecy notwithstanding, authors such as al-

Qurtubi and Ibn Umayl acknowledged that in order to transmit alchemical
knowledge properly while protecting it against the accusation of obscurantism,
some measure of transparency was required.

It is this kind of tension that we find in 'Abdlshcf's preface to the Epistle, as well
as in the Epistle itself. In his preface, 'Abdlshö* responds to complaints by critics
who believe that alchemical secrecy is little more than a cover for deception. But

189 Ibn Umayl 2003: 3-4.
190 On the Rutbat al-hakim, see Moureau/de Callatay in the present volume.
191 al-Qurtubi 2017: 113-114. For a discussion of this passage, see Madelung 2017:124-125.
192 Pseudo-Avicenna 1953: 35.
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unlike the ancient and late antique authors mentioned above, 'Abdishö' addresses

these objections by "translating" an alchemical treatise that makes light use of
enigmas. Setting out his reasons for working on the Epistle, 'Abdishö' complains of
certain people whom he views as undermining the integrity of the "Art." The first is

a group to whom he refers as hamaj al-mutafalsifin, "the rabble of phil-
osophasters," quack alchemists who knowingly mislead the simpleminded.193

Such complaints may reflect stories about unscrupulous alchemists who use their
craft to swindle the unwary, such as we read about in accounts by 'Abd al-Rahmän

ibn 'Umar al-Jawbari of Damascus (fl. 1222).194 Yet it is here that 'Abdishö"s
concerns about secrecy emerge: In addition to charlatans and tricksters, he lambasts

practitioners who possess only an apparent understanding of the words of the

ancient sages (hamalat kaläm al-hukamä' wa-l-faläsifa 'alä zähirat ishtibäh al-alfâz
wa-l-ma'ânî),195 the implication being that they are incapable of penetrating the
surface of their symbolic language—a concern we have already noted in Ibn

Umayl's Hall al-rumüz. Such practitioners, writes 'Abdishö', are like those who
wish to read before learning their ABCs (alif bä'), or those who claim skill in
medicine without grasping its theory and practice.196 But perhaps his greatest

scorn is reserved for those who—like the critics addressed by al-Qurtubl—accuse
alchemists of using cyphers to hide their meaningless:
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[Another] group busy themselves with naysaying, criticising, refuting, and denying the people

of this divine art, despite knowing that the doyens of philosophy and the noble sciences—such

as the wise Agathodaemon, the great Hermes, the ancient Pythagoras, Apollonius, Ostanes,

Plato, Aristotle, and other masters of this art—have testified to its theoretical and practical
soundness. And yet, when [these sages] allude to [the Art] with subtle insinuations (ramazu

'alayhä bi-1-ishärät al-latifa), and a measure ofthe noble secrets that they conceal escapes (fata)
these ignoramuses, they have no shame in accusing them of error and of embellishing [their

writing] with absurd expressions (zakhrafat al-aqwäl al-muhäliyyaj.200

193 CFMM 252, p. 79; USJ 252, fol. 4r; Gotha A 85, fol. 3r.

194 al-Jawbari 2014:173-197. See also translated excerpts in Abrahams 1984: 85-88.
195 CFMM 252, p. 80; USJ 252, fol. 4v; Gotha A 85, fol. 3r.

196 CFMM 252, p. 80; USJ 252, fol. 4v-5r; Gotha A 85, fol. 3r-3v.
197 Ijj^i in USJ 252.

198 Missing in USJ 252.

199 fJàJl CjLa.jJI in Gotha A 85.

200 CFMM 252, p. 81-82; USJ 252, fol. 5r-5v; Gotha A 85, fol. 3v.
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This would suggest that 'Abdïshô1 views Decknamen as an integral part ofalchemy—

a technical language that, with the right amount of dedication, could reveal natural-

philosophical truths. Yet, in common with earlier Arabic alchemists, 'Abdïshô'

viewed symbolism as a significant stumbling-block that encouraged some to misuse

alchemy and others to criticise it. As such, "Abdishô"s appears to uphold the Epistle

as an example of a clear and concise approach to alchemy that could be consulted

with relative ease, without the implication of obscurantism.

In a similar vein, the Epistle itself seeks to disambiguate many aspects

alchemy. At the same time, however, the author acknowledges that there must
be limits to disclosure. He does this by employing the genre of the epistolary
romance which, as we observed earlier, was popular across confessional and

linguistic boundaries over several centuries. Once again, the Epistle departs
from more ancient accounts in important ways. Whereas in Plutarch's Life
Alexander reprimands Aristotle for revealing his oral teachings, in the Epistle it
is the Macedonian king who demands written instruction from his teacher. We

have also noted that the Epistle's Aristotle announces that he will explain
alchemy without recourse to codes but does so only because Alexander is far

away in India, and because he alone is worthy of such disclosure.201 In other
words, the narrative frame of the exchange provides the author with a fitting
pretext to write a treatise on a secretive science that simultaneously eschews

secrecy. In doing so, Aristotle does not dispense with secrecy entirely; in the

Epistle's narrative, the Stagirite explains that were Alexander not deemed

worthy, such mysteries would necessarily be hidden from him and those similarly

undeserving (man laysa mustahiqq laha), in which case codes would be

employed to prevent their discovery (hattâ lâ yaqa'u biha).202 Driving home the
theoretical importance of secrecy, pseudo-Aristotle provides a theological
justification for it, stating:

^ÎU]I Igj *iI «ill !•>! lïiIni r
I j«âU ^1-. «.Lùc.1 \ ><->ji uj f

^ jVI Akl! (jli
el^jüli j oVL-all ^jlAr- ç-Lûc.VI «.liijiloLa u téUÂi ifrUi&VI A-aAi,

jä.1 diiâjjj jiillj eliiJl j <i^a ^jic. jlj ^IajIj
l^j-a ^-aLuIIj <l*jl (ja "-JJâil Jj » .->? j A-uu diil£ LaiJ [... ] Y«-- diliiil clijAsuj

aIä.Vj AjIc-j Aj Ajliâklj _^aVI ÜA jLaiiS «Labdl jlc. ^ ivj ^jl£<ailj V dilL^aiL

201 CFMM 554, p. 103; USJ 252, fol. 16r; Gotha A 85, fol. llv.
202 CFMM 554, p. 103; USJ 252, fol. 16r; Gotha A 85, fol. llv.
203 in USJ 252.

204 in CFMM 554 and USJ 252.
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The First Cause, due to Its love for humankind, made some poor and others rich so that the

poor might strive to invent arts, through which the advantages (masälih) of the sub-lunar
world are ordered, in service to the rich. In this manner, the rich receive from the poor that
which provides them their means of personal survival (al-baqä ' al-shakhsi'), and they repay
the poor with great blessings and rewards for multiplying the arts and innovating curiosities.
Were all humankind equally rich or poor, the affairs of their world would cease, their
condition would worsen, and their happiness would not be possible [...]. Since the philosophers'
goal is proximity to the First Cause and imitation of It, within the bounds of possibility; and
since proximity to It is by attributes rather than rank—it was necessary for them to observe the

rule of the common good (al-maslaha al-'ämma) by concealing (kitmän) this matter [of
alchemy], obfuscating it, talking about it in codes, epithets, and metaphors, and confounding
the descriptions of its medicaments, operations, and types of composition. For had the

philosophers made it accessible like any science or art, they would have transgressed against
the First Cause by undoing the order of the world and disrupting its advantages.208

The notion that a flattening of alchemical knowledge leads to societal collapse can
be traced to late antique discourses, at least indirectly. Interestingly, the Epistle's

starting point for this theory is the idea that the rich and poor have mutual needs.

An early source for this line of reasoning is the De Providentia of the early Christian
writer Theodoret of Cyrrhus (d. ca. 458/466). Influenced by earlier Christian and

pagan thought, Theodoret sought to explain the teleological direction of God's
creation.209 Among the many questions he raises is why some are made rich and

others poor. Social inequality, he explains, is the design of the Creator, Who

equipped the poor with all kinds of crafts which cause the rich to solicit their
services in return for material reward.210 On the principle that humans cannot

practice more than one craft (cf. Plato's Republic II: 370b-c), Theodoret reasons

that ifeveryone were to pursue several professions in pursuit ofwealth, they would
fail to master any single one. Furthermore, ifhumankind were created equal, then
the rich and poor would be unable to support each another and "all would face
annihilation."211 Theodoret's De Providentia would have a pervasive influence in
subsequent centuries. As a learned bishop and the Epistle's purported translator, it

205 (i.e., mustashara) in USJ 252.

206 (i.e., al-jazm) in CFMM 554 and USJ 252.

207 A^= (i.e., bi-halt) in CFMM 554 and USJ 252.

208 CFMM 252, p. 105; USJ 252, fol. 16r-17r; Gotha A 85, fol. lOv-llv.
209 These influences include various writings by John Chrysostom, De Natura Hominis of Nem-

esius of Emessa, Plato's Republic, and the De Usu Partium of Galen of Pergamum; see Gotsis and

Merianos 2007.

210 Theodoret 1864: Discourse 6, 660B-C (text); Theodoret 1988; 83 (trans.).

211 Theodoret 1864: Discourse 6, 656C (text); Theodoret 1988; 81, 4 (trans.).
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is more than likely that 'Abdlshö' was well-informed about the Theodoret's views

regarding God's providence in human society, particularly since he lists the De

Providentia in his Index of Ecclesiastical Writers.212 Theodoret's De Providentia

would also have an impact on early Christian Arabic theology, having provided the

framework for a treatise on providence by the Nestorian Jibrll ibn Nüh al-Anbärl (fl.

850) entitled Kitäb al-Dalä'il wa-l-i'tibär ("Book of Indications and Consideration")
and another entitled Kitâb al-'Ibar wa-1-i'tibär ("Book of Examples and Consideration")

attributed to Abü 'Uthmân al-Jähiz (d. 255/868).213

It is possible that the author of the Epistle was also familiar with Islamic
authorities on this issue. Indeed, teleological reflections on creation passed into
mediaeval Islamic kaldm, representing a theological common ground between

Muslims, Christians, and Jews.214 In the sphere of Islamic philosophy, echoes of
Theodoret's ideas about social collapse are to be found in discussions about

epistemic elitism—a subject germane to the Epistle's defence of alchemical secrecy.
In a brief treatise on the necessity of alchemy, Abü Nasr al-Färäbl (d. 339/950-951)
states that obscure expressions (aqâwïl ghämida) shield useful knowledge from
those who wish to understand nature without first studying the prior parts of
philosophy.215 Al-Färäbl then asserts that unless the alchemical art is hidden from
all but a few, there would be no civil accord (al-ijtimä ' al-madanï) because gold and
silver would cease to have any value, and thus great harm would befall society (la-
käna al-darar minhu Idhiqan bi-l-umam wa-l-mudun 'azimari).216 We also encounter
this idea in other branches of the Islamic occult sciences. Similar concerns about
the unravelling of the cosmos (kharäb al- 'âlam, fasäd al-dunyä) are expressed by
several other mediaeval occult writers regarding the astral as well as alchemical
sciences.217 Conversely, the argument that a universal knowledge of alchemy
would devalue currency and cause social discord occurs in a number of medieval

critiques of alchemy, most notably by the Hanbalite jurist Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya

212 'Abdlshö' bar Brikhä 1986: § 335, where it is listed as da-mpamsänütä. The Syriac version of
this work is presumed lost.
213 Both works are attributed to al-Jähiz in their modern editions; Pseudo-Jähiz 1988 and 1994.

The author's preface in the latter mentions Theodoret's work as a model for his own, explaining
that it was translated from Greek into Arabic via Syriac; Pseudo-Jähiz 1994:29. For other influences
such as the Pseudo-Aristotelian De Mundo, see Daiber 2014:171-178.

214 See El Shamsy 2015.

215 al-Färäbl 1951: 76.

216 al-Färäbi 1951: 76-77. It is likely that al-Fârâbî had in mind Plato's idea that natural
inclinations should lead to a division of labour, an idea that is also discussed in Averroes

commentary on the Republic, which survives only in Hebrew translation; Averroes 1956:121,131.
217 Ullmann 1972: 2, n. 1 provides examples from Ibn Wahshiyya's Kitäb al-Sumûm ("Book of
Poisons"); Ibn Arfa' Ra's's Shudhür al-dhahab ("Splinters of Gold"); Maslama al-Qurtubi's Ghäyat
al-hakim; and Fakhr al-Din al-Râzî's Sirr al-maktüm ("Hidden Secret").
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(d. 751/1350) and the historian Ihn Khaldün (d. 809/1406).218 Although the Epistle
does not mention the devaluing of currency, societal breakdown wrought by
alchemy's exposure to the masses is nevertheless implied.

With these two principles—(i) that humankind is of a nature to be unequal and
(ii) epistemic transparency leads to social collapse—the Epistle makes the case that
some measure of obfuscation is desirable in the practice of alchemy. Thus, despite
its concise and unambiguous style (observed in the previous section), the Epistle
makes some concession to secrecy. Having explained why this principle is

important, Pseudo-Aristotle goes on to say that he will eschew the use of codes but
for one important exception:

I fljlr- JISjH jljjVI eift ^3 \] r l$j - J
'.0- ' ' V J! ûÀA ^ j3j Liäjil VI Uilj ' 3 Laj ''• * -1'1 I ' all CaJjJ&J

ùLajVI A9'- CajS

We have disclosed it (sei/., alchemy) to you and have not concealed [anything] from you in
this epistle, apart from the measures of balances concerning the composition of the three

pillars (al-arkän al-thalâtha). We will symbolise these with what leads you to knowledge of
them, which is by squaring a scalene triangle (tarbV al-muthallath al-mukhtalif al-adlä'),
according to the geometricians. We have only done so for fear that in times to come, this
epistle will fall into the hands of someone other than you, someone undeserving.219

As might be expected, Pseudo-Aristotle's statement here is somewhat opaque.
However, like many of the Epistle's contents, its underlying concepts are rooted in
earlier alchemical theory. The "three pillars" pertain to the notion that the elixir
must be composed of "spirit," "soul," and "body" which are extracted from various
substances.220 According to Zosimus, the sublimed vapour is the "spirit" (nveûpa)
which permeates through metallic bodies, endowing them with their natures.
"Soul" (rjmxn) meanwhile, is the sulphurous (Bcicûôq) part of the metal.221

Similarly, Stephanus of Alexander declares that copper, like man, has both a soul and
spirit.222 A tripartite scheme also occurs in the iambic verses of the late antique
Greek alchemical poets. One poem speaks of metals possessing three hypostases
(ex Tqq pexdAAou Tpelq exüjv ùnooTàaeu;).223 Another goes further, stating that the

218 See respectively Livingston 1971:101; Asatrian 2003:108-109.
219 CFMM 554, p. 105; USJ 252, fol. 17v; Gotha A 85, fol. llv.
220 Siggel 1951: 37, 41, 53 provides basic definitions for the terms for jasad ("Metalkörper"), rüh

("Geist"), and nafs ("Seele"), but with no further elaboration.
221 Rinotas 2017: 214, 217.

222 Taylor 1938: 40 (text); 41 (trans.).
223 Goldschmidt 1923: 38 (text); Browne 1920: 204 (trans.).
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body, soul, and spirit act in unison to penetrate and tincture other metals.224

However, neither of these poems specifies how each operation corresponds to the

body, soul, and spirit, nor is a fourfold action introduced.
The idea that the elixir is both triple and quadruple in nature and action is

more clearly elaborated in the Arabic tradition. It is this notion of tripling and

quadrupling that underlies the Epistle's statement about "squaring the scalene

triangle." According to Jäbir ihn Hayyän, the principle of body, soul, and spirit are

essential in creating the "tincture of tinctures" (sibgh al-asbâgh), a reference to the

elixir's ability to transmute metals by "tincturing" their properties as well as their
colours.225 In one of his theoretical works, Jäbir ibn Hayyän reports an exchange
between Socrates and a student, in which the latter demands that his teacher

impart knowledge of alchemy without codes or metaphors. Unwilling to do so,
Socrates instead uses approximate terms to explain the threefold composition of
the elixir:
1. "Body" acts as a vessel for souls and spirits (qayd wa-ribät li-l-arwâh wa-l-

anfus), protecting them against heat (al-hijäb lahä 'an al-när). It is obtained

through putrefaction (ta'fïn) or calcination (taklis) of a substance;
2. "Soul," being courser than "spirit," withstands liquefaction (al-qâhira 'inda al-

dhawb);
3. "Spirit" resurrects bodies (khidmatuhâ an tunshirahâ) and bestows them with

beauty, water, and luminosity (mnqan wa-mâ'an wa-diyâ'ari).226

Once outlining these distinctions, Jäbir ibn Hayyän discusses why animal
substances are superior to minerals in the making of the elixir (presumably because

living beings possess souls, spirits, and bodies).227 Later alchemists such as

Maslama al-Qurtubl would elaborate on this triad in far clearer terms. Recall that
the Epistle mentions the "the squaring of a scalene triangle" (that is, a triangle with
sides of differing length). In his Rutbat al-hakim, al-Qurtubl explains that the

philosophers refer to the elixir by saying "it is triplicate (or a triangle) in nature and

quadruplicate (or a square) in qualities (muthallath al-kiyân murabba' al-kay-
fiyyät)."228 He further states that the faculty of the elixir is threefold, consisting of

224 Goldschmidt 1923: 57 (text); Browne 1948:136 (trans.).
225 The term "tincture" is traceable to the Greek alchemists, who use the verb ßrnpefv ("to dip" or
"to dye") when referring to this process; Principe 2013:17.

226 Kitäb al-Tajrid (Jäbir 1928:128-129). On the reanimation of the putrefied body by the spirit, see

Lory 1994: 95.

227 al-Qurtubi makes this point explicitly (see below).
228 al-Qurtubi 2016: 42.
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"spirit," "soul," and "body." Basing this schema on the composition of animals

{'aid tarklb al-hayawdn), al-Qurtubi explains that each possesses a "seat" (markaz)
that differs from the next: The spirit resides in the upper region; the body in the

lower; and the soul somewhere in between, because it is coarser than the spirit but
subtler than the body.229 These differences in potency may account for the scalene

nature of the triangle mentioned in the Epistle.
As to the quadruplicate in this schema, al-Qurtubi cites an exchange between

Psueudo-Aristotle and a student who wishes to know about the elixir. The Stagirite
responds that the elixir is the sum of the four natures (jâmï al-tabä'i' al-arba ') and
illustrates this with a chicken's egg. The elixir, he explains, is of three faculties,
each corresponding to the four qualities of hot, cold, moist, and dry (hence al-

Qurtubl's earlier statement about the elixir being three in nature and four in
quality). The first of these four qualities is cold-dry like the eggshell and signifies
the body; the second is cold-moist like the egg white and signifies the spirit; and
the third is hot-dry like the egg yolk and signifies the soul. These composite
qualities, in turn, correspond to the tinging actions of the three "pillars" as follows:
1. The spirit "whitens" (tabyïd), moistens, and cools substances—thus signifying

a mercury-like substance;
2. The soul "reddens" (tahmir), dries, and heats substances—thus signifying

sulphur-like substance;
3. The body, while it does not assign colour, possesses qualities of dry and cold,

and is able to harden malleable substances.230

Possessing all three of these faculties, concludes al-Qurtubi, the elixir is able to
"whiten" copper, "redden" silver, and harden lead all at once.231 In addition to
these, there are a further four actions that characterise the function of the elixir.
The Risälat al-iksïr attributed to Avicenna asserts that the main problem faced by
alchemists is finding a single chemical agent that can achieve four things:
1. Withstanding fire (ghayr muhtariq 'inda mulâqat al-ashyâ' al-hârra);
2. "Tincturing" (sabbägh) substances;

3. Mixing and immersing {mukhdlit) with substances;

4. Being stable and capable of fixing substances (hädd wa-käna l-hâdd
yan'aqid).232

229 al-Qurtubi 2016: 36.

230 al-Qurtubi 2016:36-37. The author suggests that this is why the elixir is sometimes referred to

as the "Philosophers' Egg" (baydat al-hukamä'), in addition to the more common "Philosophers'
Stone" (hajar al-hukamä').

231 al-Qurtubi 2016: 37: yubayyidu l-nuhäs wa-yusaffiru l-fidda wa-yushiddu l-rasäs.

232 Pseudo-Avicenna 1953: 36-37, 50; see also summary by Anawati 1996: 878.
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Each of these faculties, qualities, and actions are combined in one elixir, from
which a fourth thing is generated when thrown onto a metal. Since not all of them

are present in any one metal, it is necessary that the elixir possess them in order to

perform effectively as a transmuting agent, thereby endowing metals with the very
properties they lack. It is for this reason therefore that the Epistle enigmatically
describes the interaction between the three powers and four qualities/actions as

the "squaring of a scalene triangle."
Yet, having stipulated that the three "pillars" will be alluded to with codes, the

Epistle then proceeds to explain what these codes mean—revealing yet further
tensions and apparent contradictions between concealment and disclosure. In its
outline of theories underpinning the elixir, the Epistle attributes to Hermes the

discovery of a single chemical that could achieve the four actions previously
mentioned:

Figure 1: "Squaring the scalene Triangle".
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From this investigation, [Hermes] arrived at four principles: [A chemical] that [i] tinctures; [ii]
withstands fire; [iii] mixes and immerses; [iv] and is stable and fixes fusible parts (ajzä' al-

dhä'ibät) so that impurities do not separate them. When he studied earth, animal, and plant
medicaments in their entirety, and found that when in an unprocessed, unrefined, and

impure state they were harmful, combustible, and corrupting to liquified metals—he

manipulated them (fa-htâla laha) through the aforementioned operations, until he brought
them out of their specific forms (suwarihâ al-naw'iyya), suppressed much of their natural
faculties, and confined them to the completion of the elixir he desired to make. Which is to

say, when he discovered a white dye in mercury and a red dye in sulphur, he manipulated
them through various operations that we will mention later, until a tinging substance was
created from them, abstracted from all other things.

He [then] discovered a mixable and immersive substance in the body of arsenic and sulphur,
and optimised them by a method we will mention later, until he made them an immersible,
mixable, and adhesive oil. He [then] discovered that a stable and stabilising substance must
be a body that does not flee fire. Thus, he stabilised the whiteness from the silver and the
redness from the gold and treated them through calcination, until he turned them into
powders devoid of parts, insofar as they could be ground, watered, and mixed with other
medicines and medicaments.

These were the three pillars for white and red. He symbolised (ramaza) optimised mercury {al-

zi'baq al-musaUah) as "spirit" due to its subtlety, speedy immersion, and powerful effect on
bodies; he symbolised optimised arsenic and sulphur as "soul"; and he symbolised the
calcinated metal (al-jism al-mukallas) as "body", for the soul is a combination of the very
subtle spirit and the very coarse body.237

But how does the Epistle apply this tripartite schema in practice? As we have

observed elsewhere, the descriptions of these processes are for the most part clear

and concise. Yet where the three "pillars" are concerned, the Epistle insists on

233 cljiü in Gotha A 85.

234 (i.e., al-ajsäm) in CFMM 554 and USJ 252.

235 „LomW in CFMM 554 and USJ 252.

236 in Gotha A 85.

237 CFMM 554, p. 114-117; USJ 252, fol. 22r-23v; Gotha A 85, fol,14r-15r.
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referring to them by their Decknamen. Take, for example, its section on ceration

{tashmV), the method of mollifying substances by continuously imbibing them

with liquid.238 Each pillar (rukn), the Epistle explains, is cerated separately: The

body is cerated thirty times and must be left on the fire until its vapour ceases while
its fire is balanced; the soul fifteen times while its fire is very weak; the spirit twenty
times while its fire is at medium strength.239 Thus, although the Epistle generally
articulates the operations in a concise manner, it reserves the use ofDecknamen for
these three terms. And yet, paradoxically, this nod to secrecy is all but undermined

by the author's earlier explanation of the three "pillars." Still, that the author

employs them at all suggests a belief that they were indispensable to any serious

exposition of the alchemical craft. In this regard, the author of the Epistle differs
little from the Arabo-Islamic alchemists observed previously.

6 Conclusions

At the beginning of this article, I ventured that non-Muslim writers in the pre-
modern Islamicate world were more than mere cultural brokers and scientific
translators. Rather, they participated in shared modes of knowledge production—
or what Sarah Stroumsa has recently referred to as a "linguistic and philosophical
koinë of the Islamicate world." This is to say that by the 13th century, Muslim rule
facilitated not only the emergence of a lingua franca but also a commonwealth of
"texts, ideas, and concerns [which] were fully shared and discussed [...] by
philosophers and scientists hailing from different religious communities."240 Among
these intellectual concerns was the function of esotericism in the practice of
alchemy. As we observed from the Epistle's preface, the work emerged from a

Syriac Christian cultural environment. Yet it also sought to address many of the

same concerns as those expressed by Muslim alchemists. In effect, the Epistle asks:

To what extent was it permissible to breach the boundaries of secrecy when writing
about a famously secretive science? Based on the genre and contents of the Epistle,
it appears that the author was engaging with a long-established literary genre that
framed the disclosure of secret knowledge as an epistolary treatise. Thus, the

Epistle negotiates the confines of secrecy by adopting the narrative frame of a

private exchange between two foundational figures in Arabic occult literature.
Thus, as Strauss and Halbertal have observed in Maimonides' Guide to the

Perplexed, 'Abdishö' makes his disclosure of occult knowledge by employing a

238 On which see Holmyard 1957:171.

239 CFMM 554, p. 137; USJ 252, fol. 34r-34v; Gotha A 85, fol. 18r.

240 Stroumsa 2019: iv-vii.
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literary device that resembles "oral transmission" but is ultimately a "public
letter."241 This apparent tension compels the author of the Epistle to remind his
readers of the value of secrecy while simultaneously transgressing its limits.
Another source of this apparent tension was the fact that alchemy's esoteric
character lent itself to severe attack. For in the eyes of many critics, the secretive

language of the alchemists was merely a ruse for quackery and legerdemain. Like
al-Färäbl, the Epistle's Aristotle believes that alchemical transparency would lead

to social collapse. However, in order to answer the accusation that to obfuscate the

"Art" is to conceal its deceits, the author produces a concise treatise that makes

only a nominal use of codes. This concern is also present in the preface of
'Abdishö', the works purported translator.

As regards questions of authorship, the unmistakably Islamicate imprint of the

Epistle's alchemy suggests a later composition than its "translator," 'Abdishö',
alleges. There is no doubting that Arabic alchemy owed a great debt to earlier
Greek writers (and vice versa in the case of Middle and Late Byzantine alchemy).
However, very little of the Epistle's contents suggests a direct reliance on Graeco-

Byzantine models. What we encounter instead is the legacy of foundational Arabic
authorities such as Jäbir and al-Räzi. We have observed these influences in the

Epistle's discourse on metallic formation; the superiority of "animal stones";
fractional distillation; and the luting of vessels. Even its account of smoky and

moist exhalations—though inspired by Aristotle—appears to be conditioned by
later Arabic sources. In light of these findings, I believe it unlikely that the Epistle
derives from a Greek original. One possibility is that 'Abdishö' himself composed
the work, writing pseudonymously as was typical of the genre. Alternatively, if we

are to believe 'Abdishö"s claim that the Epistle came down to him through a Syriac

intermediary, then this version must also have been a relatively late composition.
With that said, we cannot fully answer these questions until the text of the

Epistle has been fully edited and studied in more detail. For the time being, I hope
to have revealed how 'Abdishö'—whether as the Epistle's translator or its author-
was exposed to a tradition of alchemy that is more often associated with Arabo-

Muslim and Latin contexts. Nor should alchemy be considered the rogue interest of

a single outlier; Syriac Christian bishops prior to and during 'Abdishö"s lifetime

were known to practice it. Indeed, esoteric tendencies were just as present in Syriac
Christian exegetical and ascetical discourses as they were in Islamic traditions.

'Abdîshô"s cautious and heavily caveated disclosure of alchemy is also evident in
mediaeval Muslim thinkers such as Maslama al-Qurtubi and Ibn Umayl, thus

revealing one aspect of a multi-confessional and entangled history of occult
science.

241 Strauss 1988: 47-48; Halbertal 2007: 63-64.
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